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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Solid Waste Projection Model (SWPM) system is an analytical tool developed by Pacific Northwest
Laboratory (PNL) for Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC). The SWPM system provides a modeling and
analysis environment that supports decisions in the process of evaluating various solid waste'management
alternatives.

This document, one of a series describing the SWPM system, contains detailed information regarding the
software and data structures utilized in developing the SWPM Version 1.3 Database. This document is

- intended for use by experienced database specialists and supports database maintenance, utility development,
and database enhancement.

Those interested in using the SWPM database should refer to the SWPM Database User's Guide. This
document is available from either the PNL Project Manager (D. L. Stiles, 509-376-4154) or the WHC
Restoration Projects Section Manager (509-376-5568).
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Solid Waste Projection Model (SWPM) system is an analysis tool developed for Westinghouse Han-
ford Company's (WHC's) Restoration Projects Section by Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL)(a) to assist

analysis of complex waste management issues. The SWPM system provides the ability to develop projections
of solid waste volumes and characteristics and evaluate alternative waste treatment and disposal strategies.

e

A generic representation of the system modeled by SWPM is shown in Figure 1.1. Waste is received from

waste generating facilities and is distributed to various operations. Operations are defined as either "treat-
" ments" or "disposals"and are linked to other operations to represent a givenwaste management scheme. Each

operation has an associated storage option to track waste volumes that arrive in excess of defined capacity.

The SWPM system consists of three modules: the database, the user interface, and the model. Figure 1.2
shows how the components of the system interact.

The SWPM database, which is described in this technical reference manual, performs three important
functions for the SWPM system. First, the database provides secure storage for waste volume forecasts and
for system characterizations. Second, it writes the Reference Data Library for input to the model. Last, it
uses the information to generate data reports for performing studies without the model. Information such as
physical attributes of wastes ,orwaste packaging can be summarized using standard data reports. The database
reports can also be used to verify or review the information stored in the system.

The database storing information for the SWPM system uses Paradox database software. Data are entered

and maintained through menus and custom data entry screens. There are two distinct types of data in the
database. As shown in Figure 1.3,volumes and characteristics that describe the waste from the waste genera-
tors, as well as the cost, capacity, and flow instructions for the treatment, storage, and disposal (TSD) opera-
tions, are maintained.
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Figure 1.1. The Solid Waste Management System Representation

(a) The Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated by the Battelle Memorial Institute for the U.S. Department of Energy under
Contract DE ACO6-76RLO 1830.
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Figure 1.2. The SWPM System
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Figure 1.3. Data Usea to Characterize a Waste Management System

The database, with its menu structure and data entry screens, provides the ability to assemble and maintain

many different waste volume forecasts and any number of TSD alternatives, and to make large-scale changes
to this information.

This Database Technical Reference Manual describes Version 1.3 of the SWPM database, discusses the

hardware and software requirements necessary to operate the database, and defines the directo_ and the data

structure in which the information is stored. Five additional documents, which provide instructions in the use,

maintenance, and application of the SWPM system, complete the set of documentation. These documents are
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the System Overview, Database User's Guide, the Model User's Guide, the Model Technical Reference Manual,

and the System Administration Manual. The following is a brief description of each of the six manuals:

• System Overview - provides an overview of the SWPM system and an assessment of potential applications

• Database User's Guide - provides instructions for data entry, maintenance, and reporting 0

• • Model User's Guide - provides instructions for model operationand execution

• Model Technical Reference Manual - describes model software and applications
4

• Database Technical Reference Manual - describes database software, utilities, and structure

• System Administration Manual - provides instructions for long-term system administration and
maintenance.

This Database Technical Reference Manual is provided as a reference guide for a knowledgeable database

specialist. Chapter 2 of this manual addresses hardware and software requirements and the structure of the

SWPM database. Chapter 3 details the essential operations and functions performed by the database and the

specific routines, tables, and scripts which must be accessed and maintained to provide continuing database

support.

lt is important to note that this manual does not contain any user help information, nor does it attempt to

assist the analyst in reporting data or in utilizing SWPM data for analyses. The Database User's Guide and the

System Overview will provide the information required for these purposes.
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2.0 DA'I'ABASE SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND STRUCTURE

This chapter provides the database specialist with a description of the SWPM database system and explains
the essential structure of the database.

• 2.1 SOLID WASTE PROJECTION MODEL DATABASESYSTEM GOAL

The goalof the SWPM database is to provide the environment for collecting and maintaining the data

• required tor input to the SWPM. In addition, the SWPM database provides forecast data summary reports.
The primary processes performed by the SWPM database are:

• maintain waste generator data

• maintain TSD data

• maintain model variable dictionary data

• maintain feature codes and descriptions

., produce forecast data summary reports

• produce the reference data library flies.

Figure 2.1 shows the primary processes performed by the SWPM database, the flow of information

between the processes, and the external sources and destinations for data. The processes shown on this dia-
gram correspond generally to the options available on SWPM database menus.

2.2 HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS

The SWPM database application works on an IBM PC, XT, AT or PS2 microcomputer. At least 640k of
random access memory (RAM) is required and 2 to 4 megabytes (MB) of extended or expanded memory are
very helpful. A machine with at least an 80386 processor is highly recommended to avoid long waits for cer-
tain processing tasks to finish. Some SWPM processes need between 10 and 20 MB of free disk area for work
space. This space must be available on the device to which the user's Paradox private directory is assigned. If
the SWPM database is to be entirely resident on the user's computer, as much as 15 MB of additional disk
space may be taken up by application flies.

, Access to the network is required, although a user may create a local copy of the database and use a stand-
alone version of Paradox. Appendix A includes information about network connections needed for access to
SWPM data.
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Figure 2.1. Primary Processes Performed by the SWPM Database

2.3 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS

The SWPM database application runs under DOS Version 3.2 or higher. The application requires Ver-

sion 3.5 or later of the Paradox relational database management system. Paradox controls the storage and

retrieval of information on the computer and provides facilities used by the database developer to create

menus, forms, and reports. Certain changes to default parameter settings for the Paradox installation are

required. See Appendix B.

If the network installation of Paradox 3.5 is to be used, access to the network server containing the software

is required. In addition, the user must be authorized by the owner of the Paradox Multi-pack to operate Para-

dox under the network license. See Appendix A for information about the server connection required to

access SWPM data, application software, and Paradox.

2.4 FILE TYPES

Several types of files are used throughout the SWPM database. File types are identified by the file exten-

sion, a 1 to 3-character suffix appended to the file name. Listed below a:e descriptions of the types of flies
used by the SWPM database:
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.BAT DOS batch file - Batch files are used to execute a series of DOS commands.

.DB Paradox database table - These are the files in which data are stored.

.Fnn Paradox form - Forms are used to view and maintain data. They have the same file name as the

related database table. Forms have a file name extension of either ".1:_ (for the default form) or
".Fnn", where 'nn' is a form number from 1 to 14. As a result of this convention, there can be no
more than 15 forms for each table.

.LIB Paradox library - Libraries contain compiled versions of scripts. Each library may have one or
, more compiled scripts.

.PX Paradox primary index - If a table has key fields, a primary index file with the same name as the
table is created and maintained automatically.

.Rnn Paradox report specification - Report specifications are used to display data to a printer, screen, or

file. Each has the same file name as the related database table. Reports hax;ea file name extension
of either ".R" (for the default report) or ".Rnn", where 'nn' is a report number from 1 to 14. As a
result of this convention, the number of reports associated with one table is limited to 15.

.RPF Forecast data file produced by the Reference Data Library (RDL) process. These files contain
data extracted from the database, reformatted to a form acceptable for input to the model and
stored as ASCII text.

.RPS Similar to .RPF files, except contains scenario data.

.RPT Report text files - SWPM database reports are routinely written to this type of file as well as sent to
the printer. Report text files are readable by a text editor and can be prin:ed using the DOS
PRINT or COPY command.

.SET Paradox image settings - These control numeric preO_sion,column widths, table lengths, and other

table or field defaults. They have the same file name as their corresponding data table. There is a
maximum of 1setting file for each data table.

.SC Paradox script - A script is similar to a program or subroutine. Script files contain either lines of
Paradox Application Language (PAL) code or saved queries.

.TXT Plain text files - This type of file is created bycertain data conversion processes which may later
import these text file,s into Paradox data tables. Plain text files are readable by any text editor.

• .VAL Paradox validity check - Validity check files contain information used to set maximum, minimum,
and default values for a field. They also determine if the value for a field must exist elsewhere in

the database before it may be used. They have the same file name as their corresponding data
table.
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2.5 FILE NAMING AND LOCATION CONVENTIONS

2.$.1 Report Files, Tables, Procedures

Report scripts: PALkRnnn.SC, where 'nnn' is report ID number assigned when the report is

added to the Report Manager table

Report tables: WORKYRnnn.DB

Report specifications: WORKkRnnn.Rxx, where 'xx' is the Paradox report number

Report queries: QkRnnn_.x.SC,where 'x' indicates order of use

Note: Some reports use common queries. In such cases, the query is named for the
first report to be implemented using the query. Other queries may have com-

pound names indicating applicability to more than one report process.

Report text files: RkRnnn.RPT

Example: For report R312, the following file names apply -

PALLR312.SC- script to create the report data
WORKkR312.DB - table in which report data is placed
WORK'kR312.R - file containing Paradox report specification
QkR312_2.SC - one of the queries used to extract data
RkR312.RPT - text of the report

2.5.2 Data Tables

Forecast data: DVname'.DB, where 'name' is the entity to which the data applies

Example: DkFOREVOL.DB - table containing forecast volumes

Temporary data entry: WORIC_E'name'.DB, where 'name' is defined as for forecast data above

Example: WORI<kEFOREVOL.DB - table to which forevol data are entered for validation

prior to being automatically added to dWOREVOL.DB

Lookup, validation data: V_'name'.DB, where 'name' is the class of item to be validated using the
contents of this table

t

Example: V'_$WCLASS.DB - table used to validate waste class usage throughout the appli-
cation; also controls order of appearance on forms and reports

Other data: 'dir'\°name'.db, where 'dir' is the directory containing the table named by
'name'
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Examples: ACTIONkACTION.DB - table containing action item list for project team
members

DkNOTEPAD.DB - table containing notes about items and issues identified dur-

ing data entry

J

2.5.3 Queries

General purpose: Q\'name'.SC - where name usually relates to the process within which the query is
used

G

Examples: QLR310_4.SC - the fourth query used in the process to create report R310

Q\VOLSUM1.SC - a query used in creating volume summary information

Up/Download QA: QA\Q\'name'.SC - a query used to perform quality assurance testing on da ta

uploaded to the network

Example: QA\Q_VlIS_FORE.SC - a query used to detect missing WG forecasts in the uploaded
FOREVOL table

2.5.4 PAL Scripts

General purpose: PALVname'.SC - where 'name' relates to the process performed by the script

Examples: PALkI-ICD.SC - the script that defines actions to be taken while entering HCD data

PALkR309.SC - the script that performs data manipulation required to produce report
R309

Library procedures: UTIL\'name'.SC, PAL\'name'.SC, or 'dir'Vname'.SC - where 'name' is

usually similar to the function defined by the script and 'dir' is a special purpose
directory other than the UTIL or PAL directories

Examples: UTILLRPTMGR.SC - the script that defines the Report Manager procedure,

RPTMGR(), that is compiled and stored in library LIB\UTIL.LIB

. PALWEAEDIT.SC - the script containing several procedure definitions that are com-
piled and written to library LIB\FEAEDIT.LIB

• MENU\MENU.SC - the script defining the table-driven menu procedure that is com-

piled ar'l written to LIB\UTIL.LIB

Tools: TOOLSVname'.SC - where 'name' is the name of a development software tool

created for some specific task
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Example: TOOLSLRPTSUM.SC - the script that will create report totals for one or more col-
umns during the development of a report

2.5.5 Procedure Libraries and Related Files

Libraries: LIBVname'.LIB - where 'name' is the name assigned to the library of proceduresJ

Examples: LIB\UTIL.LIB - a library containing a number of miscellaneous procedures

LIBWOREDE.LIB - a library containing data entry p_,.,cedures for most of the forecast
data tables

Procedure source: See Section 2.5.4 - Library procedures above for conventions and examples

Compile script_. LIBVname'.SC - where 'name' is the name of the library to which procedures com-
piled by this script will be written

Example: LIB\UTIL.SC - a script that deletes the existing LIB\UTIL.LIB, compiles ali utility

procedures and writes them into a newly created LIB\UTIL.LIB

2.5.6 Ad Hoc Files

Ali tables, queries and related flies are placed in subdirectories of ADHOC_. These subdirectories are gen-

erally named with the requester's initials and sequence number such as ADHOC_SK001. Explanatory, notes
for ad hoc tasks are kept in the project files.

2.6 DIRECTORY STRUCTURE

The SWPM database directory structure is designed to meet a number objectives:

• to separate data and software

• to avoid, as much as possible, hard coding disk drive designations and application directory names in pro-
grams, so that the application is relatively portable to other network drives or workstations

• to provide a coherent, easily understood structure that will simplify maintenance, administration and fur-

ther development .. .

• to facilitate uploading to and downloading from a network reference database using sound quality assur-
• ance (QA) procedures.

The general structure was adapted from a column by Brian J. Smith in "Data Based Advisor" magazine.

Certain additions were made to meet SWPM requirements and to further extend the method of disk space
organization advocated in the column.

A diagram of the directory structure follows.
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SWPM DATABASE DIRECTORY STRUCTURE

• SWPMDB91 ACTION ............Action item table and files

--ADHOC.............Ad hoc query data and other support files

.................Forecastdata

_OC _DIAGRAMS • Diagrams for docu_ep.tation
[-TECH"-.... Technicaldocumentation
F-USER ..... Use_ documentation
F-MEMO ".... Memos, other correspondence
L-TABLES--. Tables containing field and table

descriptions

_TSD ..............Treatment,storage and disposal data

_V ................Data verificationreport scripts, tables,
etc.

--LIB...............ProcedureIibraries

--MENU..............Menu table

_VD ...............Model variable dictionary

--PAL...............ParadoxApplicationLanguage scripts

-Q .................Queries

--QA L__ -::::: Uploadeddata QA queriesORK QA process work tables

--R .................Report text files and report table

--RDL ...............ReferenceData Library output files

--TOOLS.............Developer's tools

_TIL ..............Utility procedurescripts

-V .................Data validation and lookup tables

--WORK..............Work tables and report specification fiIes
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The following is a description of the directories and their contents.

\SWPMDB91 The SWPMDB91 directory contains the application startup script
and, occasionally, other files. No permanent data or program storage
is to be done in this directory.

0

\SWPMDB91XD The D directory contains data tables and related files reflecting the
FY 1991 forecast.

\SWPMDB91\DOC The SWPMDB91 DOC directory should only contain subdirectories.

\SWPMDB91kDOC_IAGRAMS Diagrams appearing in the SWPM database documentation are stored
here. Files in this subdirectory with ".GEM" as file name extensioas
were created with Gem Draw Plus. Diagrams created with
Wo_-dF_rf,*,ctuse ".DOC" for extensions.

\SWPMDB91kDO_EMO Correspondence such as memos, DSIs, and other related documents
are found in this subdirectory.

\SWPMDB91kDOC_TABLES This directory contains tables, forms, reports, and scripts for collect-
ing information about tables and fields used in the database.
Table 2.1 of this technical reference is created from the Paradox tables

and other objects found here.

\SWPMDB91_)OC_TECH This directory contains technical documentation describing processes,

database structures, and other matters of interest to the database
designer, administrator, and programmer.

\SWPMDB91\DOC\USER Database user documentation flies are stored in this directory.

\SWPMDB91\DTSD Paradox tables and related files containing TSD data are kept in this
directory.

\SWPMDB91\DV This directory contains tables, scripts, and other files required for data
validation reportiag. These reports are used to verify data entry and
to provide feedback to organizations that submitted forecast informa-
tion to the SWPM project. (See Appendix C for technical notes on
data validation reporting.)

\SWPMDB91\LIB The SWPMDB91_IB directory contains procedure libraries and the
necessary scripts to create and compile the libraries. The contents of .
the libraries are defined when certain PAL scripts are executed and
written to the libraries as compiled programs. (Each individual proce-
dure is documented in Appendix E.)
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\SWPMDB91_VlENU This directory holds the menu table and related files and scripts that
define the menu structure and functions available in SWPMDB91.

Using this feature, menu maintenance generally involves making sim-
ple changes to a table rather than modifying program code. (See
Appendix C for technical notes on the menu system.)

\SWPMDB91_ClVD The SWPMDB91_vlVD directory contairls tables and related files that
. hold the model variable dictionary.

\SWPMDB91kPAL Scripts of PAL code are kept here. These scripts are for purposes that
include data manipulation prior to reporting, source code for com-
piled procedures, and other application support.

\SWPMDB91\Q This directory contains query scripts used in SWPM database process-
ing. Generally, queries are called by PAL scripts stored in
\SWPMDB91WAL or by library procedures.

\SWPMDB91\QA This is the parent directory of subdirectories containing tables and
scripts used in quality assurance processes that are run against data
uploaded to the network. (See Appendix C, Section 7, for technical
notes on the upload/download processing and related QA.)

\SWPMDB91\R Ali report text files are stored here. Most processes that generate
reports in this application store them as plain text in this directory in
addition to or instead of sending the reports to the printer. Also, data
and other files supporting the Report Manager function are stored
located in this directory.

\SWPMDB91\RDL Files generated by the Reference Data Library (RDL) process are
stored here.

\SWPMDB91\UTIL This directory holds a number of separate procedure scripts which are
compiled into the UTIL library byanother script, UTIL.SC, located in
the \SWPMDB91_LIB directory. UTIL library procedures are used to

perform such chores as managing report generation, moving field
contents, rounding numbers, and calculating the difference between

times. These procedures may be called by scripts, other procedures,
or from menus.

\SWPMDB91\V The SWPMDB91\V directory contains lookup tables and other files

• that define data validity checks to be performed during data entry and
update. The lookup tables are also used to control report order and
to provide alternative or expanded names for terminology used in the
database.
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\SWPMDB91\WORK This directory contains tables that receive data created during proc-

essing. Most standard SWPM database reports require extraction and
manipulation of data that are then passed into work tables located

here. Reports are generated from these work tables. Intermediate

results of processes are also stored in this directory, although tables

created this way may be deleted when the process finishes.i

The following directories contain files that are used in conjunction with the swPM database but are not

actually part of the application:

\SWPMDB91kACTION The action item list display, edit, and report functions use data and -

other objects located in this directory. (See Appendix C for technical

notes on the action item list.)

\SWPMDB91kADHOC Scripts, tables and spreadsheet flies created in response to special

requests are kept here. When the work is complete, ali files created
for a particular ad hoc task are moved to subdirectories of this direc-

tory for safekeeping.

\SWPMDB91\TOOLS A number of scripts for use by developers are kept here. These pro-

grams are not application specific. They serve to assist in such tasks

as the creation and maintenance of reports and forms. (See

Appendix C, Section 11, for technical notes on tools.)

2.7 DATABASE STRUCTURE

The database structure for the SWPM database is an evolution of earlier designs. The structure is based on

requirements posed by the sponsor, the needs of the model, the ability of the waste generator organizations to

provide the requested data, and limitations imposed by database management systems. The basic forecast

structure is the 19 data tables shown on the entity-relationship (E-R) diagram in Figure 2.2. This diagram

depicts the types of data in the system (entities), the attributes of the entities, and the relationship between the

types of data. The E-R diagram presented here displays only the major forecast tables. To avoid a cluttered

diagram, some minor tables are only documented in the data dictionary. The following conventions are used
on the diagrams:

• Boxes represent entities. For instance, WG (Waste Generator) is the name of an entity on the E-R dia-

gram. Entities on the diagram become tables in the implemented database.

• Names within a box are the attributes of an entity. WG Abbrev is an attribute of the WG entity. Attributes

define the columns (also referred to as fields) of a database table.

• Bullets in front of attribute names indicate that the field is the key for that table. When more than one

field is marked, the designated fields form a compound key. Keys are unique within each table and estab-

lish the default order in which rows are displayed in the Paradox work space.
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Figure 2.2. SWPM Forecast Data Entity Relationship Diagram
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• The lines between entities indicate relationships between the entities. The line connecting WG and Fore-

cast entities shows that a WG produces one or more Forecasts. The connecting lines also show that each

Forecast relates to one or more rows in the FOREVOL table. In the database implementation, the rela-

tionships are established in queries, multi-table reports and forms, and within procedures programmed in
PAL.

J

• Numbers in brackets following each entity name are the approximate number of rows of data to be found

in that table of the database. There is no enforcement of row limitations in the design. Paradox table sizes

are limited only by disk space.

2.8 DATA STRUCTURE DICTIONARY

The data structure dictionary in Table 2.1 provides detailed information about the database tables and

fields. It lists ali tables, the row structure of each table, anti includes descriptions of each table and field. Ali

tables in Figure 2.2 are shown here, along with supporting tables that are excluded from the figure for clarity.
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Table 2.1. SWPMDB Data Tables and Fields ',

ACTIONkACTION: This table contains the current list of action items assigned to various members of a work

group.
i

1 ASSIGNED TO A3 Initials of person to whom this item is assigned.

2 PRIORITY N Priority number assigned to this item for this assigned person.

• 3 ACTION ITEM A80 Description of action item.

4 DUE DATE D Date by which item is to be accomplished.

5 COMPLETION DATE D Date on which item is actually accomplished.

ACTIONkACTRPT: This table receives the action items selected for inclusion on a report.

1 ASSIGNED TO A3 Initials of person to whom this item is assigned.

2 PRIORITY N Priority number assigned to this item for this assigned person.

3 ACTION ITEM A80 Description of action item.

4 DUE DATE D Date by which item is to be accomplished.

5 COMPLETION DATE D Date on which item is actually accomplished.

ACTIONhr--IISTORY: This table contains completed aetion items that have been moved here from
ACTION_CTION.

1 ASSIGNED TO A3 Initials of person to whom this item is assigned.

2 PRIORITY N Priority number assigned to this item for this assigned person.

3 ACTION ITEM A80 Description of action item.

4 DUE DATE D Date by which item is to be accomplished.

5 COMPLETION DATE D Date on which item is actually accomplished.
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Table 2.1. (Contd)

DOCFFABLES/$VALCHK: This table contains the list of validity checks that may be defined for Pa_-adox

table columns and the report order for documentation.

1 VALCHK TYPE A15 The type of validity check.

2 ORDER N The order in which the validity check appears on reports generated for
documentation.

,p

DOC_TABLES\TAB: This table contains the list of ali tables in the SWPM database.

1 TABLE NAME A30 The name of the table, including its path relative to the SWPM directory.

2 DESCRIPTION A160 The description of this table.

DOC\TABLES\TABFLD: This table contains the list of fields in each table of the SWPM database.

1 TABLE NAME A30 The name of the table that contains this field.

2 FIELD NUMBER S The order in which this field appears in the table structure.

3 FIELD NAME A25 The name of the field.

4 FIELD TYPE A5 The Paradox field type (N, S, D, A'nn ', etc.)

5 DESCRIPTION A160 Thedescriptioll of this field.

6 LOWVALUE A20 The minimum value that may be entered into this field.

7 HIGHVALUE A20 The maximum value that may be entered into this field.

8 DEFAULT A20 The value that will be entered automatically, if no explicit entry is made by the
user.

9 TABLELOOKUP A20 The name of a table that contains ali values that are valid for this field.

10 PICTURE .420 The template that controls the type and format of data entered into this field. .

11 REQUIRED A3 Contains "Yes" if the user must enter a value for this field.
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DTSD_)IST_F: This table holds the waste generator fractions. Each record defines an operation and the
fraction it receives from a waste generator.

1 WG ABBREV A12 The abbreviation for a waste generator name.0

2 TSD WC ABBREV Al2 The abbreviation for a treatment, storage and disposal (TSD) waste class
• name.

30PER ABBREV A12 The abbreviation for an c,peration name.

4 DIST_F N The decimal fraction of waste volume from the specified waste generator that

is provided to the specified operation.

5 DIST REF A12 The reference material used to describe the values for this record.

DTSD\OPER: This table is a list of operations recognized by SWPM. Included are names and cost data for
ali valid operations.

1 OPER ABBREV A12 The abbreviation for an operation name.

2 TSD WC ABBREV A12 The abbreviation for a treatment, storage and disposal (TSD) waste class
name.

3 OPER NAME A30 The name of operation.

4 TRT/DSP FLAG A3 A flag indicating whether the specified operation is a treatment or disposal.

5 OP_CAT_ABBREV A16 The abbreviation for an operation category.

6 OPER COST N The cost, in dollars per cubic feet, for the specified operation.

7 TRT RATIO N The volume reduction (or increase) ration for waste flowing into an operation
versus waste leaving an operation.

8 STOR COST N The cost for storage, in dollars per cubic foot, associated with an operation.

90PER REF Al2 The reference material used to describe the values for this record.
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DTSD\OPERCAP: This table contains the capacities for operations. Each record contains data for one

operation for one year. Ali valid operations have at least one record.

10PER_ABBREV A12 The abbreviation tor an operation name.

2 WC A12 TSD waste class abbreviation.

3 YEAR N Year of operation.

4 CAPACITY N Annual volume capacity that can be processed by the treatment or disposal
operation.

5 CAP REF A12 The reference material used to describe the values for this record.

DTSD\OPERFLOW: This table contains TSD operations for each waste class and the next operation(s) in
the process.

1 OPER ABBREV A12 The abbreviation for an operation name.

2 TSD WC ABBREV A12 The abbreviation for a treatment, storage and disposal (TSD) waste
class name.

3 NEXT OPER ABBREV A12 The abbreviation for the next operation to be performed.

4 NEXT TSD WC ABBREV A12 The abbreviation for the name of the TSD waste class resulting from
this operation.

5 FLOW FRACTION N The fraction of waste flowing to the next operation.

6 FLOW REF A12 The reference material used to describe the values for this record.

DTSD\OPERWC: This table contains operation names and the TSD waste classes associated with each
operation.

1 OPER ABBREV Al2 The abbreviation for an operation name.

2 TSD WC ABBREV A12 The abbreviation for a treatment, storage and disposal (TSD) waste class
name.

30PER NAME A30 The name of operation.
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4 TRT/DSP FLAG A3 A flag indicating whether ,he specified operation is a treatment or disposal.

50P_CAT_ABBREV A16 The abbreviation for an operation category.

6

6 OPER COST N The cost, in dollars per cubic feet, for the specified operation.

• 7 TRT RATIO N The volume reduction (or increase) ration for waste flowing into an operation
versus waste leaving an operation.

8 STOR COST N The cost for'storage, in dollars per cubic foot, associated with an operation.

90PER REF A12 The reference material used to describe the values for this record.

DV_#CONT: This table contains a list of ali possible PCD/container combinations for use in data verification
reporting.

1 PCD ABBREV A14 The abbreviation for a physical content descriptor.

2 CONTABBREV A14 The abbreviation for a container name.

DV'x#HCD: This table contair.:, a list of ali possible PCD/HCD combinations for use in data verification
reporting.

1 PCD ABBREV A14 The abbreviation for a physical content descriptor.

2 HCD ABBREV Al4 The abbreviation for a hazardous content descriptor.

DV_#PCD: This table contains a list of ali possible PCD/waste class combinations for use in data verification
reporting.

1 PCD ABBREV A12 The abbreviation for a physical content descriptor.

2 WCLASS ABBREV A12 The abbreviation fora waste class name.

DVb#WEIGHT: This table contains a list of ali possible weight collection year/waste class combinations for
a

use in data verification reporting.

1 WCLASS ABBREV A14 The abbreviation fora waste class name.

2 YEAR A14 Theyear forecasted.
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DVWAI: This table receives volume data tor a selected WG in the course of prodm.ing data verification

reports. The volume report is then produced from this table.

1 WCLASS ABBREV A14 The abbreviation for a waste class name.

2 WG ABBREV A25 The abbreviation for a waste generator name. .

3 1992 N Volume forecast for the year 1992.
o

4 1993 N Volume forecast for the year 1993.

5 1_94 N Volume forecast for the year 1994.

6 1995 N Volume forecast for the year 1995.

7 1996 N Volume forecast for the year 1996.

8 1997 N Volume forecast for the year 1997.

9 1998 N Volume forecast for the year 1998.

10 1999 N Volume forecast for the year 1999.

11 2000 N Volume forecast for the year 2000.

12 2001 N Volume forecast for the year 2001.

13 2002 N Volume forecast for the year 2002.

14 2003 N Volume forecast for the year 2003.

15 2004 N Volume forecast for the year 2004.

16 2005 N Volume forecast for the year 2005.

17 2006 N Volume forecast for the year 2006.

18 2007 N Volume forecast for the year 2007.

19 2008 N Volume forecast for the year 2008.

20 201)9 N Volume forecast for the year 2009.

21 2010 N Volume lbrecast for the year 2010.
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22 2011 N Volume forecast for the year 2011.

23 2012 N Volume forecast for the year 2012.

24 2013 N ' Volume forecast for the year 2013.

25 2014 N Volume forecast for the year 2014.

26 2015 N Volume forecast for the year 2015.

27 2016 N Volume forecast for the year 2016.

28 2017 N Volume forecast for the year 2017.

29 2018 N Volume forecast for the year 2018.

30 2019 N "volume forecast for the year 2019.

31 2020 N Volume forecast for the year 2020.

32 2021 N Volume forecast for the year 2021.

33 HELD N Volume forecast for held waste.

34 TOTAL N Volume forecast for the 30-year period plus held waste.

DV_PA2.: This table receives PCD and container data for a selected WG in the course of producing data

verification reports. A report is then produced from this table.

1 PERCENT N Fraction of a waste class characterized by this PCD.

2 PCD ABBREV AI4 The abbreviation for a physical content descriptor (PCD).

3 1000-5000 BX N Fraction of the PCD in this container type.

4 128-500 BX N Fraction of the PCD in this container type.

5 4X4X8 BX N Fraction of the PCD in this container type.

6 500-1000 BX N Fraction of the PCD in this container type.

7 55G DRUM N Fraction of the PCD in this container type.

,_ < 128 BX N Fraction of the PCD in this container type.
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9 DUMP TRUCK N Fraction of the PCD in this container type.

10 ODD DRUM N Fraction of the PCD in this container type.

11 OTHER N Fraction of the PCI_ in this container type.

12 PLASTIC WRAP N Fraction of the PCD in this container type.

13 SEALED EQUIP N Fraction of the PCD in this container type.

14 TANKER TRUCK N Fra_.tion of the PCD in this container type.

15 TRUPACT BX N Fraction of the PCD in this container type.

16 TOTAL N Total of ali container fractions for this PCD (must equal 1).

DVLPA3: This table receives HCD data for a selected WG in the course of producing data verification

reports, Reports by waste group are then produced from this table.

1 PCD ABBREV Al4 The abbreviation for a physical content descriptor.

2 ACIDIC N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.

3 ASBESTOS N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.

4 CAUSTIC N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.

5 COMBUSTIBLE N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.

6 EXPLOSIVE N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this H':?.D.

7 FLAMMABLE N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.

8 HEAVY METALS N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.

9 IRRITATIVE N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.

10 LISTED RCRA N Fraction of the PCD con).aminated with this HCD. o

11 ORGANIC MATLS N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.

12 OTHER CORR N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.
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13 OTHER IGN N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.

14 OTHER REACTIVE N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.

15 OTHER TOXIC N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.'

16 OXIDIZER N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this I--ICD.

17 PCB < 50 PPM N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this I--ICD.

18 PCB > 50,< 500 N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this I--ICD.

19 PCB > 500 N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this I--ICD.

20 TOXIC MATLS N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.

21 TOTAL N Total of ali HCD fractions for this PCD (must equal 1).

DV_A4: This table receives weight data for a given WG i_athe course of producing data verification reports.

Reports by waste group are then produced from this table.

1 WCLASS ABBREV A14 The abbreviation for awaste class name.

2 1992 N Weight of waste forecasted for 1992.

3 1993 N Weight of waste forecasted for 1993.

4 1994 N Weight of waste forecasted for 1994.

5 1995 N Weight of waste forecasted for 1995.

6 1996 N Weight of waste forecasted for 1996.

7 1997-2021 N Average annual weight of waste forecasted for 1997-2021.

8 HELD N Weight of held waste forecasted.
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D\CONT: This table holds the volume percentages applicable to each container type for the physical contents
of each waste class produced by waste generators.

1 WG ABBREV Al4 The abbreviation for a waste generator name.

2 SCENARIO ABBREV Al4 The abbreviation for a scenario name.

3 WCLASS ABBREV A14 The abbreviation for a waste class name.

4 PCD ABBREV Al4 The abbreviation for a physical content descriptor.

5 CONT ABBREV Al4 The abbreviation for a container name.

6 PERCENT N Decimal fraction of waste class/PCD combination packaged in this
container type.

DWORECAST: This table identifies ali available volume forecasts in the database.

1 WG ABBREV A14 The abbreviation for a waste generator name.

2 SCENARIO ABBREV ,4,14 The abbreviation for a scenario name.

DkFOREVOL: This table co_atains forecast volumes by year and waste class for each waste generator.

1 WG ABBREV A14 The abbreviation for a waste generator name.

2 SCENARIO ABBREV Al4 The abbreviation for a scenario name.

3 WCLASS ABBREV A14 The abbreviation for a waste class name.

4 YR Al2 Theyear forecasted.

5 VOL N The volume of waste forecasted.

Dht-ICD: This table holds the hazardous content percentages for the physical contents of each waste class
produced by waste generators.

1 WG ABBREV Al4 The abbreviation for a waste generator name.
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2 SCENARIO ABBREV Al4 The abbreviation for a scenario name.

3 WCLASS ABBREV A14 The abbreviation for a waste class name.

4 PCD ABBREV A14 The abbreviation for a physical content descriptor.

5 HCD ABBREV A14 The abbreviation for a hazardous content descriptor.

6 PERCENT N Decimal fraction of a waste class/pcd combination represented by this

hazardous content descriptor. °

D_qOTEPAD: This table contains notes made using the SWPM database application notepad function.

1 TABLE NAME A20 The table name currently active (view or edit mode) when the note was taken.

2 FIELD NAME A20 The field name in which the cursor was positioned when the note was taken.

3 FIELD CONTENT A80 The content of the current field.

4 NOTES A160 The text of the note.

5 NOTE DATE D The system supplied date at the time the note was taken.

6 USER NAME A20 The Paradox user name of the person taking the note.

DLNOTERES: This table contains notes originally placed in D_,IOTEPAD and removed after each item was
resolved.

1 TABLE NAME A20 The table name currently active (view or edit mode) when the note was
taken.

2 FIELD NAME A20 The field name in which the cursor was positioned when the note was
taken.

3 FIELD CONTENT A80 The content of the current field.

4 NOTES Al60 The text of the note.

5 NOTE DATE D The system supplied date at the time the note was taken.
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6 USER NAME A20 The Paradox user name of the person taking the note.

7 RESOLUTION DATE D The date on which action was taken or completed that resolved the

notepad item.J

8 RESOLVING ACTION A160 Adescription of the action taken.

9 POSTED BY A20 The name of the user posting the resolution to the notepad item.

DLPCD: This table holds the volume percentages of physical contents of each waste class produced by waste
generators.

1 "VG ABBREV A14 The abbreviation for a waste generator name.

2 SCENARIO ABBREV A14 The abbreviation for ascenario name.

3 PCD ABBREV A14 The abbreviation for a physical content descriptor.

4 WCLASS ABBREV Al4 The abbreviation for a waste class name.

5 PERCENT N Decimal fraction of a waste class represented by this physical content

descriptor.

D\SCENARIO: This table contains the waste generator scenarios defined in the database.

1 SCENARIO ABBREV A14 The abbreviation for a scenario name.

2 SCENARIO NAME A32 The name of the scenario.

3 SCENARIO BASE YR A4 The base year for the scenario.

4 SCENARIO DESCRIPTION A150 The description of the scenario.

D\UPDNLOG: This table contains a log of all upload and download activity between the network database

and users' local copies of the data.

1 LOG DATE D The system supplied date when the log entry was made.

2 LOG TIME Al0 The system supplied time when the log entry was made.
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3 USER A20 The Paradox user name of the person performing the upload or download.

4 ACTION A40 The nature of the action - upload, download, etc.

i

D\WEIGHT: This table contains weight of forecasted waste volumes for waste generators by year and waste,i

class.

1 WG ABBREV A14 The abbreviation for a waste generator name.

2 SCENARIO ABBREV Al4 The abbreviation for a scenario name.

3 WCLASS ABBREV Al4 The abbreviation for a waste class name.

4 YEAR A14 The year being forecasted.

5 WEIGHT N Weight in pounds.

D\WG: This table contains the list of ali valid waste generators, their full names, classification and group
affiliation.

1 WG ABBREV A14 The abbreviation for a waste generator name.

2 WG NAME A30 The fullwaste generator name.

3 WGCLASS ABBREV A14 The abbreviation for the class to which this waste generator belongs.

4 RECEIVED DATE D The date on which the forecast was received from the waste generator.

5 COMPLETED DATE D The date when data entry for the forecast was finished.

6 WG GROUP NAME A16 The name of the WG group to which this waste generator belongs.

MENU\MENUOPT: This table contains data that determine the menu structure of the SWPM database

application.

1 MENU ABBREV Al0 The name of the menu group to which this menu option belongs.

2 MENU OPT # N A number that established the order in which this item appears in its

group.
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3 MENU OPT Al5 The name for this option that will appear as a menu selection.

4 MENU DESC A70 The description of this option to appear on the second line of the
menu bar.

5 MENU PROC A80 The action to be taken - proc, script, message, etc - when this option .
is chosen.

6 MENU REPORT ORDER N The order of appearance of this menu group - the same/'or all

options in a group.

MVD\SUBSDICT: This table contains the definitions of model subscripts. Subscripts are parameters that are
passed to a variable.

1 SUBS_ABBREV Al2 The abbreviation of subscript name.

2 SUBS_NAME A30 The full name of a subscript.

3 SUBS_SEQ N The sequence number of this subscript for the variable to which it applies.

4 SUBS_TYPE Al0 The data type of the subscript.

5 SUBS_UNITS Al0 The unit of measure in which the value of this subscript is recorded.

6 SUBS_MIN_VALUE N The minimum value whi_.i_,may be assigned to the subscript. This field is

defined for continuous value subscripts.

7 SUBS_MAX_VALUE N The maximum value which may be assigned to the subscript. This field is

defined for continuous value subscripts.

8 SUBS_COMMENT A255 The description of this subscript.

MVD\VALDICT: This table contains the values that a subscript may have. This is only used for subscripts

with discrete (as opposed to continuous) values.

1 SUBS_ABBREV Al2 The abbreviation of subscript name.

2 SUBS_VALUE_SHORT Al2 An abbreviated value which the subscript may contain.

3 SUBS_VALUE_LONG A40 The full-length value which the subscript may contain.

4 SUBS_VALUE_DESC A255 A description of this possible subscript value.
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MVD\VARDICT: This table contains the definitions of variables used by the model. Variables represent a

type of information, such as waste volumes or abbreviation lists.

1 VAR ABBREV A20 The abbreviation for a variable name.m J

2 VAR NAME A50 The full name of the variable.

3 VARTYPE Al0 The data type for the specified variable.

4 RPF_TYPE Al0 The data type of the field which should be passed to the reference data
library files.

5 VAR_RPF_USE A1 A flag indicating the type of variable (waste generator or treatment).

6 VAR_DICT USE A1 A flag indicating whether the variable should be output to the RDL.

(Some variables are for comment only).

7 VAR PARAMS A40 Parameters associated with this variable.
#

8 VAR_SPARSE_ARRAY A1 A flag indicating if the variable is sparsely populated.

9 VAR DEFAULT VALUE A25 The default value for the variable.

10 VAR_COMMENT A255 The description of the variable.

11 VAR_UPDATE_DATE D The date when this variable was last updated.

12 VAR_UPDATE_WHO A3 The initials of the person who performed the last update.

13 VAR DELETE DATE D The date when this variable was deleted.u

14 VAR_DELETE_WHO A3 The initials of the person who deleted this variable.

15 VAR_DISP_SEQ N The order in which this variable appears in reports.

MVD\VARSUBS: This table is used to link variables and subscripts in many-to-many relationships.

1 VAR ABBREV A20 The abbreviation for a variable name.

2 VAR_SUBS_SEQ N The sequence number assigned to the variable-subscript relationship to reflect

the order of the subscript list.

3 SUBS_ABBREV Al2 The abbreviation of the subscript name.
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R\SWPMRPT: This table holds a list of ali available database reports.

1 RPT lD A5 The identifier assigned to this report format.

J

2 RPT ABBREV A8 The table name from which the report will be generated.
P

3 REPORT NUMBER A1 The report number given to this report specification (R, 1, 2, 3, etc.)

4 RPT NAME A45 The title of this report - a condensed version of the text of the first title line.

5 RPT SCRIPT A8 The script or procedure name to be invoked to create the report.

6 COMMENTS A65 Comments about the report content or process.

7 FORMAT NOTES A65 Notes concerning the format of the report.

8 DATE MODIFIED D The last date on which the report format was modified - manually
maintained.

9 DATE LAST RUN D The last date on which the report was run - automatically maintained.

10 RUN TIME Al0 The time in minutes and tenths of minutes that the report process took
when last run.

11 TABLE LOCATION A8 The subdirectory in which the report table named in Rpt Abbrev is found -
default is WORK\.

12 RPT FILE SIZE N The amount of space in bytes that DOS has allocated to the file containing

the report output.

V_$CONT: This lookup table holds the information about each valid container type.

1 CONT ABBREV A14 The abbreviation for a container name.

2 CONT NAME A32 The full container name.

3 CONT REPORT ORDER N The order in which data fi_r this container type is to appear on

reports.

4 CONT FORM ORDER N The order in which data for this container is to appear or be entered
on forms.

5 CONT GROUP ABBREV Al4 The name of the container group to which this container belongs.
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6 CONT DESCRIPTION A255 The description of this container type.

V_$CONTGRP: This lookup table defines the available groups of containers. i

1 CONT GROUP ABBREV Al4 The name of the container group. This is the same as the
I

container abbreviation for containers that are by themselves in a

group.

2 CONT GROUP NAME A32 The long form of the container group name.

3 CONT GROUP RPT ORDER N The order in which this group appears with respect to other

groups on a report.

V_$DICT: This table contains the SWPM project dictionary; a list of acronyms, the terms they stand for and
their definitions.

1 GROUP A30 The group to which this dictionary entry, belongs.

2 ACRONYM A16 Theacronym defined in this dictionary entry.

3 TERM A40 The term for which the acronym stands.

4 DEFINITION A255 The definition or explanation of the acronym entry.

5 REFERENCE A20 The source of the definition.

V'XSDICTGRP: This lookup table contains the list of valid dictionary, groups.

1 GROUP A30 The name of a group of related dictionary entries.

2 GROUP REPORT ORDER N The order in which the group is to appear on reports.

V_$HCD: This lookup table contains information about each valid hazardous content descriptor.

1 HCD ABBREV A14 The abbreviation for a hazardous content descriptor.

2 HCD NAME A32 The full name of the hazardous content descriptor.

3 HCD REPORT ORDER N The order in which the data tor this HCD is to appear on reports.
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4 HCD FORM ORDER N The order in which the data for this HCD is to appear or be entered on
forms.

5 HCD GROUP ABBREV Al4 The name of the HCD group to which this HCD belongs.i

6 HCD DESCRIPTION A255 The description of this HCD.

V_$HCDGRP: This lookup table defines the available groups of HCDs.

1 HCD GROUP ABBREV Al4 The name of the HCD group. This is the same as the HCD

abbreviation for HCDs that are by themselves in a group.

2 HCD GROUP NAME A.32 The long form of the HCD group name.

3 HCD GROUP RPT ORDER N The order in which this group appears with respect to other groups

on a report.

V_$PCD: This lookup table contains information about each valid physical content descriptor.

1 PCD ABBREV Al4 The abbreviation for a physical content descriptor.

2 PCD NAME A32 The full name of the physical content descriptor.

3 PCD REPORT ORDER N The order in which data for this PCD appears on reports.

4 PCD FORM ORDER N The order in which data for this PCD appears or is entered on tbrms.

5 PCD GROUP ABBREV Al4 The name of the PCD group to which this PCD belongs.

6 PCD DESCRIPTION A255 The description of this PCD.

V_$PCDGRP: This lookup table defines the available groups of PCDs.

1 PCD GROUP ABBREV Al4 The name of the PCD group. This is the same as the PCD

abbreviation for PCDs that are by themselves in a group.

2 PCD GROUP NAME A32 The long form of the PCD group name.

3 PCD GROUP RPT ORDER N The order in which this group appears with respect to other groups
on a report.
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V_$TSDWC: This lookup table contains information about valid treatment, storage and disposal (TSD) waste
classes.

1 TSD WC ABBREV A12 The abbreviation for a treatment, storage and disposal (TSD) waste
class name.

2 TSD WC NAME A.32 The full name of the TSD waste class.

3 TSD WC FORM ORDER N The order in which data about this TSD waste class appears or is
entered on forms.

4 TSD WC REPORT ORDER N The order in which data about this TSD waste class appears on

reports.

V_$WCAT: This lookup table contains information about valid waste categories.

1 WCAT ABBREV Al4 The abbreviation for a waste category.

2 WCAT NAME A32 The full name of'the waste category.

3 WCAT FORM ORDER N The order in which data lhr this waste category appears or is entered
on forms.

4 WCAT REPORT ORDER N The order in which data for this waste category appears on reports.

Categories of a similar handling type will appear together with this
ordering.

5 ALT REPORT ORDER N The order in which data for this waste category appears on repor:s.

Categories of similar composition will appear together with this
ordering.

6 TYPE Al5 The type of handling to which this waste category is subject - remote
or contact.

7 WCAT GROUP Al4 The waste group to which this waste category belongs.

V_$WCATGRP: This lookup table defines the available groups of waste categories.

1 WCAT GROUP Al4 The abbreviated name of the waste group - established by the nature of the

waste without regard to level or handling requirement.

2 REPORT ORDER N The order relative to other waste groups that this group appears on reports.
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V_$WCLASS: This lookup table contains information about valid waste classes.

1 WCLASS ABBREV Al4 The abbreviatior_ for a waste class name.

J

2 WCLASS NAME A32 The full name of the waste class.

3 WCAT ABBREV Al4 The abbreviation for a waste category.

4 TSD WCLASS ABBREV Al4 The abbreviation for the equivalent TSD waste class.

5 WCLASS REPORT ORDER N The order in which data about this waste class appears on reports.

6 WCLASS FORM ORDER N The order in which data about this waste class appears or is entered
on forms.

7 ALT REPORT ORDER N Unused.

V_$WGCLASS: This lookup table contains information about valid waste generator classes.

1 WGCLASS ABBREV Al4 The abbreviation for a waste generator class.

2 WGCLASS NAME A24 The full name for the waste generator class.

3 WGCLASS REPORT ORDER N The order in which data for this waste generator class appears on
reports.

4 WGCLASS FORM ORDER N The order in which data for this waste generator class appears or
is entered on forms.

5 WGCLASS DESCRIPTION ,4,255 The description of this waste generator class.

V_$WGGROUP: This lookup table contains information about valid waste generator groups.

1 WG GROUP NAME Al6 The name of the waste generator group.

2 WG GROUP REPORT ORDER N The order in which data about this waste generator group
appears on reports.
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WORK'_CONT: This table receives ali container data entry prior to data validation checking and passing of
data to D\CONT for permanent storage.

1 WCLASS ABBREV Al4 The abbreviation for a waste class name.
i

2 PCD ABBREV Al4 The abbreviation for a physical content descriptor•

3 55G DRUM N Fraction of the PCD in this container type.

4 ODD DRUM N Fraction of the PCD in this container type.

5 PLASTIC WRAP N Fraction of the PCD in this container type.

6 DUMP TRUCK N Fraction of the PCD in this container type.

7 TANKER TRUCK N Fraction of the PCD in this container type.

8 SEALED EQUIP N Fraction of the PCD in this container type.

9 4X4X8 BOX N Fraction of the PCD in this container type.

10 TRUPACT BOX N Fraction of the PCD in this container type.

11 < 128 BOX N Fraction of the PCD in this container type.

12 128-500 BOX N Fraction of the PCD in this container type.

13 500-1000 BOX N Fraction of the PCD in this container type.

14 1000-5000 BOX N Fraction of the PCD in this container type.

15 OTHER N Fraction of the PCD in this container type.

WORK_FOREVOL: This table receives ali volume data entry prior to data validation checking and passing
of data to DkFOREVOL for permanent storage.

1 WCLASS ABBREV Al4 The abbreviation for a waste class name.

2 HELD N Volume forecast for Held waste.

3 1992 N Volume forecast for the year 1992.

4 1993 N Volume forecast for the year 1993.
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5 1994 N Volume forecast for the year 1994.

6 1995 N Volume forecast for the year 1995.

7 1996 N Volume forecast for the year 1996.

8 1997 N Volume forecast for the year 1997.

9 1998 N X,blume forecast for the year 1998.

10 1999 N Volume forecast for the year 19cj9.

11 2000 N Volume forecast for the year 2000.

12 2001 N Volume forecast for the year 2001.

13 2002 N Volume forecast for _.heyear 2002.

14 2003 N Volume forecast for the year 2003.

15 2004 N Volume forecast for the year 2004.

16 2005 N Volume forecast for the year 2005.

17 2006 N Volume forecast for the year 2006.

18 2007 N Volume forecast for the year 2007.

19 2008 N Volume forecast for the year 2008.

20 2009 N Volume forecast for the year 2009.

21 2010 N Volume forecast for the year 2010.

22 2011 N Volume forecast for the year 2011.
o

23 2012 N Volume forecast for the year 2012.

24 2013 N Volume forecast for the year 2013.

25 2014 N Volume forecast for the year 2014.

26 2015 N Volume forecast for the year 2015. ;
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27 2016 N Volume forecast for the year 2016.

28 2017 N Volume forecast for the year 2017.

29 2018 N Volume forecast for the year 2018.

30 2019 N Volume forecast for the year 2019.

. 31 2020 N Volume forecast for the year 2020.

32 2021 N Volume forecast for the year 2021.

WORK'gEHCD: This table receives ali HCD data entry prior to data validation checking and passing of data

to Dg--ICD for permanent storage.

1 WCLASS ABBREV Al4 "i"he abbreviation for a waste class name.

2 PCD ABBREV Al4 The abbreviation for a physical content descriptor.

3 CAUSTIC N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.

4 ACIDIC N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.

5 OTHER CORR N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.

6 FLAMMABLE N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.

7 COMBUSTIBLE N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.

8 OXIDIZER N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.

9 OTHER IGN N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.

10 HEAVY METALS N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.

11 TOXIC MATLS N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.

12 ORGANIC MATLS N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.

13 OTHER.TOXIC N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.

14 IRRITATIVE N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.
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15 EXPLOSIVE N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.

16 OTHER REACTIVE N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.

17 LISTED RCRA N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.

18 ASBESTOS N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.

19 PCB < 50 PPM N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.

20 PCB >50,< 500 N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.

21 PCB > 500 N Fraction of the PCD contaminated with this HCD.

WORK_PCD: This table receives ali PCD data entry prior to data validation checking and passing of data to
DLPCD for permanent storage.

1 PCD ABBREV Al4 The abbreviation for a physical content descriptor.

2 CH_LLW_I N The fraction of the waste class made up of this PCD.

3 CH_LLW_III N The fraction of the waste class made up of this PCD.

4 CH_LLW_GTCIII N The fraction of the waste class made up of this PCD.

5 RH_LLW_I N The fraction of the waste class made up of this PCD.

6 RH_LLW_III N The fraction of the waste class made up of this PCD.

7 RH_LLW_GTCIII N The fraction of the waste class made up of this PCD.

8 CH_LLMW_I N The fraction of the waste class made up of this PCD.

9 CH_LLMW_III N The fraction of the waste class made up of this PCD.

10 CH_LLMW_GTCIII N The fraction of the waste class made up of this PCD.

11 RH_LLMW_I N The fraction of the waste class made up of this PCD. •

12 RH_LLMW_III N The fraction of the waste class made up of this PCD.

13 RH_LLMW_GTCIII N The fraction of the waste class made up of this PCD.
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14 HAZ N The fraction of the waste class made up of this PCD.

15 CH_TRU N The fraction of the waste class made up of this PCD.

J

16 RH_TRU N The fraction of the waste class made up of this PCD.

17 CH_TRUM N The fraction of the waste class made up of this PCD.

18 RH_TRUM N The fraction of the waste class made up of this PCD.

WORK\EWEIGHT: This table receives ali weight data entry prior to data validation checking and passing of

data to D\WEIGHT for permanent storage.

1 WCLASS ABBREV A14 The abbreviation for a waste class name.

2 HELD N Weight of held waste forecasted.

3 1992 N Weight of waste forecasted for 1992.

4 1993 N Weight of waste forecasted for 1993.

5 1994 N Weight of waste forecasted for 1994.

6 1995 N Weight of waste forecasted for 1995.

7 1996 N Weight of waste forecasted for 1996.

8 1997-2021 N Average annual weight of waste lbrecasted for 1997-2021.
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3.0 DATABASE PROCESSES AND APPLICATIONS

The primary processes performed by the SWPM database are shown in Figure 2.1. These processes corre-
spond approximately to menu options on the main menu. Selecting one of these options displays another
menu or initiates some activity. The SWPM Menu Structure is shown below. Section 3.1 describes each of the

processes shown as the lowest level of each menu diagram branch.

SWPM MENU STRUCTURE

SWPMMain Henu

-FORECAST, , IOFore ..................... Select HE nam and scenarto
_-ForeVo| .................... Hatntatn forecast volumes

0 ........................ Na|nta|n PCDdata

CD ........................ Natntatn HCDdata
t ....................... Natnta_n Container data

n_........................ Na|ntatn Hetght data
_)ataVal . A Packet .... Prtnt Packet A of val. rpts.

I B-Packet .... Prtnt Packet B of val. rpts.
C-Packet .... Prtnt Packet C of val. rpts.

I D-Packet .... Prtnt Packet O of val. rpts.
L-E_ery_One ... Prtnt all validation reports

--TSD tOper ....................... Nalntatn Oper table
FOist F ..................... Na|ntatn Dtst. Fractton table
_-Oper_]o. ................... Na|ntatn Operation Flow table
_)perCap .................... Natntatn Oporatton Cap. table

--RDL ....................................... Produce Ref. Data L|brary ftles

-Up/Download--T-Upload ...................... Upload forecast data to network
L-Download _Software .... Ootmload software data from •

_-Oata ........ Oolmload forecast data from •
L-Codes ....... Do.load controlled data from •

-Code: _G ......................... l_tntatn 1_ table
--WClass , ."Class ...... Natntatn Haste Class table

Cat ........ Natntatn Haste Category tableTSD_WClass.. Hatntatn TSl) Haste Class table

--Type: , PCD ......... Natntatn PCDTypes table

CD ......... Natntatn HtO Types tableont Natntatn Container types table

-Groups ,_G Group .... Natntatn HGGroup table
I-_G-Class .... Ratntatn. Class table

• Hatntaln I_D Group table
I-HCD ::::::::. Hatntatn HCDGroup table

ont ........ Hatntatn Container Group table
_dCat ........ Natntaln Haste Cat. Group table

-Scenario ................... Hatntatn Scenarto table
• -Forecast ................... Natntatn Forecast table

-0tcttonary ................. Na|ntatn SWPNProject Dictionary

--Report_Hgr------(select rpt)-_....rtnew ...... Process, then prtnt report
o ew .........

_eprlnt Process, then store report textReprtnt stored report text
}--Store ....... Store report text
_-Table ....... Return to report table

t-Qutt ........ Qutt Report Hanager

--Actton .................................... Execute Actton Item L|st
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3.1. PROCESS DICTIONARY

The process dictionary provides a description for each of the processes shown as bottom level selections in
the menu structure diagram. This dictionary also provides the name of the PAL script(s) or procedure(s) used

to perform the process and the names of forms and reports involved. Unless otherwise noted, PAL scripts are
located in the \SWPMDB91_'AL directory. The processes are listed in their order of appearance on the
SWPM Menu Structure.

Menu path: Foreeast_IDFore- select WG/forecast combination for data entry/update or data validation
reporting - no provision for updates

Main script/procedure: ForeEdit 0
Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports: d\FORECAST

Menu path: Forecast_ForeVol- data entry/update of volume data for the WG/forecast combination selected
in IDFore above. Activity is performed in a work table using Data Entry
Toolkit procedures after which data are added back to d_FOREVOL. See
Appendix C, Section 8, for technical notes on the Data Entry Toolkit
implementation.

Main script/procedure: Forevol_DE0

Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports: dkFOREVOL, work\EFOREVOL

Menu path: ForecastkPCD - data entry/update of PCD percentage data for the WG/forecast combination

selected in IDFore above. Activity is performed in a work table using Data
Entry Toolkit procedures after which data are added back to dLPCD.

Main script/procedure: PCD_DE
Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports: dkPCD, work\epcd

Menu path: Forecast\HCD - data entry/update of HCD percentage data for the WG/forecast combination
selected in IDFore above. Activity is performed in a work table using Data
Entry Toolkit procedures after which data are added back to d\HCD.

Main script/procedure: HCD_DE
Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports: d_--ICD,work\ehcd

Menu path: Foreeast\Cont - data entry/update of container percentage data for the WG/forecast combination
selected in IDFore above. Activity is performed in a work table using Data Entry
Toolkit procedures after which data are added back to d\Cont.

Main script/procedure: Cont_DE
Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports: d\Cont, work\econt
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Menu path: Forecast\Wt - data entry/update of weight data for the WG/forecast combination selected in

IDFore above. Activity is performed in a work table using Data Entry Toolkit

procedures after which data are added back to d\Weight.

Main script/procedure: Weight_DE

Called scripts/procedures: ,

Tables, forms and reports: al\Weight, work\eweight

Menu path: Forecast\DataValL__Packet - Data validation report packet A, low level waste class reports

• Main script/procedure: dv_j3atPukeA.sc

Cailed scripts/procedures: dvLDPI.sc, dyXDPII.sc, dv_)PIV.sc and various queries in the dv subdirectory

Tables, forms and reports: dvWA1, dvkPA2, dvWA4 and associated reports

Menu path: Forecast_DataVai\B_Packet - Data validation report packet B, low level mixed and hazardous

waste class reports

Main script/procedure: dvLDatPukeB.sc

Called scripts/procedures: dv\DPI.sc, dvLDPII.sc, dvkDPllI.sc, dvLDPIV.sc and various queries in the dv
subdirectory

Tables, forms and reports: dv\PA1, dv_A2, dvkPA3, dvkPA4 and associated reports

Menu path: Forecast\DataVal\C_Paeket - Data validation report packet C, TRU waste class reports

Main script/procedure: dv\DatPukeC.sc

Called scripts/procedures: dv\DPI.sc, dv\DPII.sc, dv\DPIV.sc and various queries in the (Iv subdirectory

Tables, forms and reports: dvLPA1, dv\PA2, dvb°A4 and associated reports

Menu path: Forecast\DataVal_I)_Paeket - Data validation report packet D, TRU mixed waste class reports

Main script/procedure: dv\DatPukeD.sc

Called scripts/procedures: dv\DPI.sc, dv_DPII.sc, dvkDPIII.sc, dv\DPIV.sc and various queries in the dv
sub(iirectory

Tables, forms and reports: dv\_A1, dvLPA2, dvLPA3, dvLPA4 and associated reports

Menu path: Forecast\DataVal\Every_One - Performs ali four data validation report processes

Main script/procedure: dvh°ukeall.scd,

Called scripts/procedures: dv\DatPukeA.sc, dv\DatPukeB.sc, dv\DatPukeC.sc, (iv\DatPukeD.sc

Tables, forms and reports: dvb°A1, dvLPA2, dv\PA3, dvb°A4 and associated reports

Menu path: TSD\Oper - Maintain TSD operations table

Main script/procedure: TSDEDIT()

Called scripts/procedures:

Tables, forms and reports: dtsd\OPER



Menu path: TSD\Dist_F - Maintain TSD distribution fraction table

Main script/procedure: TSDEDIT 0

Called scripts/procedures:

Tables, forms and reports: dtsd_)IST_F
J

Menu path: TSD\OperFlow - Maintain TSD operation flow table

Main script/procedure: TSDEDIT 0

Called scripts/procedures:

Tables, forms and reports: dtsd\OPERFLOW

Menu path: TSD\OperCap - Maintain TSD operation capacities table

Main script/procedure: TSDEDIT 0

Called scripts/procedures:

Tables, forms and reports: dtsd\OPERCAP

Menu path: RDL - Executes reference data library creation process. (This process is detailed in Appendix D.)

Main script/procedure: WriteRDL()

Called scripts/procedures: WriteRPS(), WriteRPF 0 and certain queries

Tables, forms and reports: input tables: work\FVCONVX, dtsd\OPER, mvd\VARDICT, d\WG,

dtsd\OPERFLOW, dtsd\OPERCAP, dtsdkDIST E various work tables, output

tables: work\RPS, work\RPF (and text file versions)

Menu path: UP,DOWNLOAD\Upload - uploads forecast data from a local database to the network. Usage is

logged.

Main script/procedure: Upload()

Called scripts/procedures: Updnlog0

Tables, forms and reports: d\updnlog, d\WG, d\CONT, dht-ICD, d\PCD, dkForevol, al\Weight, d_/otepad

Menu path: UP/DOWNLOADkl)ownload\Software - downloads SWPM database application software, work

tables, and other flies required to support SWPM
database access from the network to the user's choice of

local disk drives.

Main script/procedure: Dnld 0

Called scripts/procedures: Updnlog(), DNLDSOFT.BAT

Tables, forms and reports: d\updnlog, also, see content of \SWPMDB91_)NLDSOF"EBAT for file names

copied to the local drive.
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Menu path: UP/DOWNLOAD\DownloadXData - downloads SWPM database forecast data tables and related
files from the network to the user's choice of local disk

drives.

Main script/procedure: Dnld 0

Called scripts/procedures: Updnlog0, DNLDDATA.BAT

Tables, forms and reports: d\updnlog, also, see content of \SWPMDB91\DNLDDATA.BAT for file names

copied to the local drive.

Menu path: UP/DOWNLOAD_Downioad\Codes - downloads SWPM database tables and related files

containing support data from the network to the user's
choice of local disk drives.

Main script/procedure: Dnld 0

Called scripts/procedures: Updnlog0, DNLDCODE.BAT

Tables, forms and reports: d\updnlog, also, see content of\SWPMDB91\DNLDCODE.BAT for file names

copied to the local drive.

Menu path: Codes\WG - maintain waste generator table

Main script/procedure: FeaEdit 0

Called scripts/procedures:

Tables, forms and reports: d\WG

Menu path: Codes\WCiass\WClass - maintain waste class table

Main script/procedure: FeaEdit 0

Called scripts/procedures:

Tables, forms and reports: v\$WClass

Menu path: Codes\WClass\WCat - maintain waste category table

Main script/procedure: FeaEdit 0

Called scripts/procedures:

Tables, forms and reports: v\$WCat

Menu path: Codes\WClass\TSD_WClass - maintain TSD waste class table

Main script/procedure: FeaEdit 0

Called scripts/procedures:

Tables, forms and reports: v\$TSDWC

Menu path: Codes\TypesLPCD - maintain PCD types table

Main script/procedure: FeaEdit()

Called scripts/procedures:

Tables, forms and reports: v\$PCD
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Menu path: Codes\'l_,pes_l-ICD- maintain HCD types table

Main script/procedure: FeaEdit 0
Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports: v\$HCD

Menu path: Codes\_pes\Cont - maintain container types table

Main script/procedure: FeaEdit 0
Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports: v\$Cont

Menu path: Codes\Groups\WG_Ciass - maintain waste generator class table

Main script/procedure: FeaEdit 0
Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports: v\$WGCLASS

Menu path: Codes\Groups\WG_Group - maintain waste generator group table

Main script/procedure: FeaEdit 0
Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports: v\$WGGROUP

Menu path: Codes\GroupskPCD - maintain PCD groups table

Main script/procedure: FeaEdit 0
Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports: v\$PCDGRP

Menu path: Codes\Groupskl-lCD - maintain HCD groups table

Main script/procedure: FeaEdit 0
Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports: v\$HCDGRP

Menu path: Codes\Groups\Cont - maintain container groups table

Main script/procedure: FeaEdit 0
Called scripts/procedures:

Tables, forms and reports: v\$CONTGRP o

Menu path: Codes\Groups\WCat - maintain waste category groups table

Main script/procedure: FeaEdit()
Called scripts/procedures:

Tables, forms and reports: v\$WCATGRP
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Menu path: Codes_cenario - maintain forecast scenario table

Main script/procedure: FeaEdit 0
Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports: al\Scenario

Menu path: CodeskForecast - maintain forecast table (WG and scenario association)

J

Main script/procedure: FeaEdit 0
Called scripts/procedures:

, Tables, forms and reports: d_orecast

Menu path: Codes\Dictionary - maintain SWPM project dic.tionary tables

Main script/procedure: DictEdit 0
Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports: v\$Dict, vL_Dictgrp

Menu path: Report_MgrkPRTNEW - Process, store and print selected report

Main script/procedure: RPTMGR() - source: UTIL_RPTMGR.SC
Called scripts/procedures: Called script depends on report selected in WAIT TABLE. See Report

Manager technical notes in Appendix C, Section 5, for more information.
STORE_RPT 0 - source: UTIL\STORERPT.SC
TIMEDIFF 0 - source: UTIL\TIMEDIFF.SC

Tables, tbrms and reports: r\SWPMRPTDB
Others depend on report selection

Menu path: Report_Mgr_/EW - Process and store selected report

Main script/procedure: Same as PRTNEW
Called scripts/procedures: Same as PRTNEW, except does not use STORE_RPT

Tables, forms and reports: Same as PRTNEW

Menu path: Report_MgrLREPRINT - Store and print selected report

Main script/procedure: Same as PRTNEW
Called scripts/procedures:

Tables, forms and reports: Same as PRTNEW

Menu path: Report_Mgr\STORE - Store selected reportt

Main script/procedure: Same as NEW
Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports: Same as PRTNEW
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Menu path: Report_Mgr_TABLE - return to report selection table

Main script/procedure: Same as PRTNEW
Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports: Same as PRTNEW

Process description: , Brings table r_SWPMRPT back into view for further report selection

Menu path: Report_Mgr\QUIT - cancel report manager

Main script/procedure: Same as PRTNEW
Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports:

Process description: Provides an obvious exit from the Report Manager, especially fo_-users who call
this procedure with a hotkey

Menu path: AUFION - Maintain action item list table

Main script/procedure: Action() - source: UTIL_,ACTION.SC
Called scripts/procedures:
Tables, forms and reports: Action_,Action.DB - holds list of items

Action_cthist.db - holds completed items
Action_a,ctrpt.DB - holds select items for reports
Action_,ctrpt.R - Action item report
ActionkActrpt.R1 - Overdue report
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APPENDIX A

REQUIRED NETWORK CONFIGURATION

J

A.I SERVER CONNECTIONS

• Ali SWPM users who wish to access the data and application software on the network need to connect
to the network server as follows:

USE J: \_PNI2_WPM 'password'

The use of "J"for the drive designation is recommended. The application will run with other citlye
letters, but problems with Paradox table sharing may result. Also, the drive letter indicates to the applica-
tion whether the network reference database is in use. If a local copy (or the network drive is called
something besides "J:"),standard reports will be labeled as "Unofficial." This is done on the assumption
that they may be generated from a local, uncontrolled copy of the database. See Appendix C, Section 10,
for technical notes on the SWPM start-up script, where the drive designation is examined.

Users who also wish to use the network version of Paradox must connect to the server on which the

software is installed. This includes users who have made a local copy of the network Paradox software for
performance improvement. Enter the following:

USE K: \WNL10_PDOX35 'password'

The use of a drive letter other than "K" may hinder the ability of Paradox to manage multiuser access
to the SWPM database.

Get the current passwords from the SWPM database administrator.

A.2 WORKING DIRECTORY

, Ali SWPM application software assumes that the user's current working directory is J:\SWPMDB91.
This can be set from the Paradox menu by selecting Tools More Directory and then entering the directory

name. In addition, the default working directory can be changed by playing the CUSTOM script. A third
method i_ to include the directory change command in INIT.SC, a script that Paradox runs immediately
after it is first executed. This script should be located in the private directory for network users and, for
standalone users, in the directory that contains the Paradox software.
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APPENDIX B

PARADOX DEFAULT SETFINGS

These settings are established by playing the CUSTOM script and choosing items to set from the menus
presented. This script can be found in the directory containing the network Paradox software or in the

. directory containing a stand-alone Paradox installation.

The directions below show the progression of menu selections needed for each parameter and assume
that you are starting from the top level menu. Menu selections are shown in bold. Other text must be
typed in.

Set default length of page to 60 lines -

Reports LengthOfPage 60

Send form feeds at end of every report page -

Reports FormFeed FormFeeds

Treat blanks as zeros for calculating purposes -

Defaults Blank=Zero Yes

Set private directory to hard disk with 20mb of free space -

Net SetPrivate "private directory name"

When complete, select Do_It! or press F2. Choose HardDisk if you are working from a stand-alone
Paradox installation or NetWork if you are running network software. In the latter case, override the sug-
gested directory and save the configuration to the directory in which your local coFy of the network soft-
ware is installed.
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APPENDIX C

TECHNICAL NOTES

4'

SECTION 1 - ACTION ITEM LIST

C.I DESCRIPTION

The action item list is a table of action items assigned to group members. Each member or the team

leader may define action items and e::pected completion dates. Any user may print a listing of his or her

own items or the entire list. A list of overdue items is also available. When an item is complete, a user

can enter an actual completion date to close the item out.

C.2 DESCRIPTIONS AND LOCATIONS OF FILES

Location of flies (unless otherwise specified):

J:\SWPMDB90_CTION

PAL scripts and procedures:

ACTION() - Procedure that performs action item tracking function. Contained in LIB\UTIL.LIB.

ACTION.SC - Located in UTIL subdirectory. Contains PAL code that compiles into ACTION().

Tables and related objects:

ACTION.DB - Table containing information about action items. This table is available for editing

during while the procedure is operating using Paradox WAIT TABLE.

ACTRPT.DB - Table to hold data for reports. Contents are replaced whenever an action item list
report is selected.

ACTHIST.DB - Table to store completed action items for historical reference.

ACTION.R - Report specification used to generate a report showing either ali action items or a

subset of items assigned to a particular person.

ACTION.R1 - Report specification used to generate an overdue report. Selection process compares

current system date and due date to select items that have not been completed and

have a scheduled completion date earlier than today.
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C.3 EXECUTION OF THE ACTION ITEM LIST FUNCTION

The action item tracking function is available from the SWPM main menu. The Action selection is part

of the MAIN menu group. Lower level menus are coded into the procedure.

The SWPM action item table ACTIONkACTION.DB is viewed in Coedit mode via WAIT TABLE.

The user may edit ali fields as well as delete and insert items. At this time no privilege level controls are

installed, although future enhancements may include an installation option to differentiate between user

and supervisor level editing. The user may choose 3 types of reports, a complete action item listing, a

listing that is restricted to items assigned to a particular person and a report showing items that are
overdue.

Presently, no automated means of removing completed items to the history table ACTION_CTHIST

has been provided. An history report will also be created as a future enhancement.
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SECTION 2 - DATA VALIDATION REPORTING

C2.1 DESCRIPTION

This set of processes runs data validation reports for the WG selected from the SWPM application.

The reports are intended to allow visual verification of forecast data in the database for a given waste

• generator. They are also designed to accompany new forecast data request forms sent to waste generators,

to show the content of the previous forecast.

The reports are divided into 4 packets:

• low level waste - packet A

• low level mixed and hazardous - packet B

• TRU waste - packet C

• TRU mixed waste - packet D

Each packet has either three or four sets of reports depending on waste types included in the packet:

• waste volume

• physical content and container percentages

• hazardous constituent percentages (included in packets B and D only)

• weight

C2.2 DESCRIPTIONS AND LOCATIONS OF FILE :

Location of flies (unless otherwise specified):

, J:\SWPMDB90\DV

C2.2.1 PAL Scripts

DATPUKEA.SC - This process runs the first packet, low level waste. It calls ali sub-packet scripts

. except the HCD sub-packet DPIII.SC. This process and the next three depend on
the SWPM application to get a .WG name from the user. They will abort if no
WG has been selected.

DATPUKEB.SC - Runs the second packet, low level mixed and hazardous.

DATPUKEC.SC - Runs the third packet, TRU waste.
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DATPUKED.SC - Runs the fourth packet, TRU mixed waste.

PUKEALL.SC - Executes DATPUKEA - DATPUKED in sequence. Assumes that the WG name
has been defined.

, DPI.SC - Produces volume report for currently defined WG and waste class grouping.

Called by DATPUKEA,B,C,D. Resulting data go to table PA1.DB.

DPII.SC Produces physical contents and containment reports for currently defined waste

class and WG. Called by DATPUKEA,B,C,D. Resulting data go to table
PA2.DB.

DPIII.SC - Produces hazardous constituent reports for currently defined waste class and WG.

Called by DATAPUKEB,D. Resulting data go to table PA3.DB.

DPIV.SC Produces weight report for currently defined waste class grouping and WG.

Called by DATPUKEA, B,C,D. Resulting data go to table PA4.DB.

C2.2 Query Scripts

PAI_I.SC - PAI_3.SC - played by DPI.SC

PA2_I.SC - PA2_6.SC - played by DPII.SC

PA3_I.SC - PA3_4.SC - played by DPIII.SC

PA4_I.SC - PA4_6.SC - played by DPIV.SC

C2.3 Tables

PA1.DB - holds data for volume report as specified in PA1.R.

PA2.DB - holds data for physical content and containment report as specified in PA2.DB.

PA3.DB - holds data for hazardous constituent report as specified in PA3.R.

PA4.DB - holds data for weight report as specified in PA4.R.

#"table name".DB - tables used for inclusive joins to force the presence of desired line items in results.

C2.3 EXECUTION OF THE DATA VALIDATION REPORTS

All processes are run by selection from the SWPM menu. The DataVai selection is part of the

FORECAST menu group. It chains to the DATAVAL menu group which includes selections for each

packet individually and for the entire set of packets to be run in sequence. Unlike other SWPM database

report processes, output is sent directly to the printer and is not stored as text files.
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SECTION 3 - NOTEPAD

C3.1 DESCRIPTION

This feature allows a user to make notes into a database table thai serve to document non-routine

changes to tables, unresolved problems, decisions affecting content of fields or any other matter that war-

rants a written notation. The notes are available to others via a report selection on the Report Manager
,t

or by viewing the notepad table. Due to some differences in required implementation, this function

actually includes a family of related scripts and procedures that appear similarly when used. The three

implementations are:

1. General use, outside of application scripts or procedures - use NOTEPAD 0

2. During Wait Table procedures - use NOTEPAD2 0

3. During Data Entry Toolkit operation - use NOTE_SET(), NOTES_A0 and NOTES_B().

The notepad opens as a two-line window near the bottom of the screen and will accept up to 160 char-

acters per note. lt automatically records the user name, the name of the current table, the name of the

current field, and the content of the current field to provide an environmental context to the note. The

number of allowable notes is unlimited. However, during a given data entry session in the Data Entry.

Toolkit implementation, array space is available for only 15 notes. An error message results if the number

is exceeded. In such a case, the user must exist and reenter the process. This forces the procedures

involved to dump the notes to the notepad table and reinitialize the arrays.

C3.2 DESCRIPTIONS AND LOCATIONS OF FILES

C3.2.l Scripts and Procedures

NOTEPAD() Procedure that performs standard notepad function, usable in routine interactive

Paradox work where an application script does not have control. Contained in
LIB\UTIL.LIB.

NOTEPAD2() Procedure that performs WAIT TABLE version of notepad function. Contained in
LIB\UTIL.LIB.

NOTE_SET() Initializes arrays for Data Entry Toolkit notepad implementation. Used in

conjunction with NOTES_A() and NOTES_B(). Contained in LIB\FOREDE.LIB.

°

NOTES_A() During Data Entry Toolkit operations where this procedure is referenced, notes

alad other data are captured into arrays initialized by NOTE_SET(). Contained in
LIB\FOREDE.LIB.
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NOTES_B 0 Immediately after a data entry process using the Data Entry Toolkit, NOTE_SET()
and NOTESA0, this procedure must be called to write data in the arrays to the
notepad table. Contained in LIB_FOREDE.LIB.

NOTEPAD.SC Located in UTIL subdirectory. Compiles into NOTEPAD 0.

NOTEPAD2.SC Located in UTIL subdirectory. Compiles into NOTEPAD2 0. Similar to
NOTEPAD.SC, except that the procedure created is intended to be called by other
procedures or scripts that have a table in WAIT TABLE status. Requires
procedures LUsSAVE and LUsRESTORE to be run before and after.

NOTE_SET.SC Located in UTIL Subdirectory. Source script for NOTESET(). Compiled by
UTIL_::OREDE.SC.

NOTES A.SC Located in UTIL Subdirectory. Source script for NOTES_A 0. Compiled by
UTILkFOREDE.SC.

NOTES_B.SC Located in UTIL Subdirectory. Source script for NOTES_B(). Compiled bv
UTILkFOREDE.SC.

2.2 Tables and related objects:

NOTEPAD.DB Contains note entered through NOTEPAD window, as well as environmental

information (table name, field name, user, etc.)

NOTEPAD.R Report specification for report used to list contents of notepad.

C3.3XIMPLEMENTATION

3.1 NOTEPAD 0 - this version can be executed as a miniscript or via hotkey. Ctrl N is
recommended. SWPM startup script contains the following line:

SETKEY 14 notepad 0
J

3.2 NOTEPAD2 0 - execution should only be from another procedure, lt requires the use of
LU_sSAVE 0 and LU_.sRESTORE() to save and then restore to the current state. Certain
variables initialized by LU_sSAVE0 are used to record the table and field names as well as the
field contents in the notepad. The following example is a code fragment that would
presumably be one of several CASE sections in a SWITCH structure:
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CASE retval = 14: ; Invoked in this example by "N
Loc..sSAVE 0 ; call this first to save location in

; table being edited
Do it! ; ends EDIT or COEDITm

notepad2() ; executes procedure
Loc...sRestore() ; restores position in original table ' !
Coeditkey ; return to edit mode

i

3.3 NOTE_SET(), NOTES_A() and NOTES_B 0 - to be executed within a data entry process that
uses the Data Entry Toolkit.

3.3.1 Invoke NOTE_SET 0 within the procedure, before the F,O WAIT command occurs. This
procedure creates arrays to temporarily store the note and other data to be captured in the
notepad. The procedure allocates array space for as many as 15 notes.

3.3.2 Invoke NOTES_B0 immediately after exiting the DO WAIT, in order to store any notes that

were captured in arrays.

3.3.3 NOTES_A() is implemented indirectly. A keystroke level procedure must be defined in the
Data Entry Toolkit setup for each table for which the notepad is to be used. The keystroke
procedure (UTILWdEYBLK.SC, for example) must then check for a particular keystroke ( ""N,

in this case) used to invoke the notepad. In addition, the script used to define entry, exit and
keystroke procedures and usable keys must allow the keystroke. See WORK'_EFOREVOL.SC
as an example. The TKPosKey variable in such a script is used to define key availability.
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SECTION 4 . PROJECT DICTIONARY

C4.1 DESCRIPTION

This function provides a means of compiling a dictionary of terms associated with the SWPM project

for publication in Westinghouse documents and to serve as a reference for internal use. Terms are

grouped into families so that reports containing a subset of the dictionary can be produced for specific

• audiences. Dictionary maintenance has been added to the Codes data maintenance submenu for ease of

access. When standard reports are defined, they will be included in the Report Manager.

C4.2 DESCRIPTIONS AND LOCATIONS OF FILES

C4.2.1 PAL Scripts and Procedures

DICTEDIT() - Procedure called from the SWPM application menu that enables user to edit the

dictionary table,

UTILkDICTEDIT - Source script for DICTEDIT 0. Compiled by LIB\UTIL.SC into library
LIB\UTIL.LIB.

v$\$DICTRPT.SC - Query used to extract the desired rows from v\$DIC'E.DB to be added into

v_;DICTRPT.DB for reporting purposes. As of the time of the preparation of this

documentation, only items within groups for which a sort order is defined are
selected.

C4.2.2 Tables and Related Objects

v\$DIC'£.DB - Table containing acronyms, the terms they stand for and other information

v\SDIC'£.F - Form used for data entry

v\$DIC_.R - Report specification

v\$DICTGRP.DB - Table containing a list of valid group names. Used as a lookup table for

validating the group field in the dictionary table v\$DIC"EDB

v\$DICTRPT.DB - Table containing the subset of the dictionary table to be included in a report.
Same structure as v\$DIC'YDB.

v\SDICTRPT.R - Report specification used to produce dictionary report.
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C4,3 PERFORMING DICrlONARY MAINTENANCE

Select Codes from the main SWPM menu. Then choose Dictionary from the codes menu. The dic-

tionary table is displayed on a data entry form with information at the bottom showing available functions.

New items can be inserted at any time by pressing [Ins]. Searching and undoing are also supported• A

report selection is available, but it only displays a message advising the user that reports are not yet imple-

mented. See instructions below for generating a report.
I

C4.4 PRINTING DICTIONARY REPORTS

Reporting has not been implemented from the dictionary screen, as of the time this document was

written. Reports are generated by selecting the subset of rows in the dictionary table to be printed and

placing them in the dictionary report table. Selection can be accomplished using a saved query such as

q\$DICTRPT or other means. The Answer table thus created should be added to v\$DICTRPT after it

has first been emptied. Alternatively, the same report format can be generated directly from v\$DICT if
the entire table is to be used in the report.
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SECTION 5 . REPORT MANAGER

C$.1 DESCRIPTION

The Report Manager is designed to generate reports using selections made from a table of report
names, lt was intended to eliminate the need to code report processing into every script that creates data
for reporting. Since project requirements include storage of report text as well as generation of hard copy,
routing of report output to text files is also handled within this function. The Report Manager was
intended as a generic tool to be usable in other Paradox applications. The method of defining a report in
the report table was made fairly general but assumes a standard Paradox application directory structure.
The structure needed is similar to that proposed by Brian J. Smith in his column titled "Up the
Organization" published in the June 1990 issue of "Data Based Advisor" magazine. SWPM database appli-
cations for F'Y90 and FY91 conform to the model advanced by Smith, although certain directories were
defined in addition to those in his scheme.

C5.2 DESCRIPTIONS AND LOCATIONS OF FILES

Location of files (unless otherwise specified):

JASWPMDB91\R

C5.2.1 PAL Scripts and Procedures

RPTMGR() - Procedure that performs Report Manager function. Contained in LIB\UTIL.LIB.

STORE_RPT 0 - Procedure that writes a report out to a text file. Located in LIB\UTIL.LIB. See
Appendix E.

RPTMGR.SC - Located in UTIL subdirectory. Contains PAL code that compiles into RPTMGR().
Allows selection of report to be run and/or printed via WAIT TABLE on table
R\SWPMRPT.DB. See description of menu choices in Sectior: 3.1 - Process

Dictionary. This script also contains code for RPTMSG(), a dummy procedure used
when no data manipulation processing is required before a report can be generated.

UTIL.SC - Located in LIB subdirectory. Compiles ali UTIL library procedures, including
RPTMGR 0 into LIB\UTIL.LIB, entirely replacing the old version of the library.

C5.2.2 Tables and Related Objects

SWPMRPT.DB - Table containing information about ali available SWPM database reports.
RPTMGR() allows this table to be viewed and a report chosen under the control of
WAIT TABLE. See Table 2.1 for information about the structure of this table.

SWPMRPT.R - Report specification used to generate a report showing information about ali

available SWPM reports.
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C5.3 ADDING A REPORT TO TIlE REPORT MANAGER

C$.3.1 Entering the New Report into the Report Manager "lhble

The following steps describe the entry of data to specific columns of table R\SWPMRPT.DB. It is

assumed that this table is in the Paradox workspace in Edit mode.

Column Entry Required

RPT ID Enter a unique ID for the report. This is the key to this table. Can be "

included anywhere on the report output by placing a calculated field named

"rptid n in the Paradox report specification. This column is also used to define

the name of the text file to which the report will be written.

RPT ABBREV The name of the table from which the report will be produced. Do not

include its path here.

REPORT NUMBER The Paradox report number R, 1, 2, ..., 14 that indicates one of the 15

possible reports defined for the table named in RPT ABBREV. The content

of this field relates to the file name extension of the file containing the report

specification. Extensions are ".R", ".RI", etc., preceded by the table name.

RPT NAME The report title to be displayed on the Report Manager selection screen.

Should be ali or most of the first line of the report title.

RPT SCRIPT The script or procedure that will create the report data. Omit the extension

if it is a script. Include "()" after the name for procedures. Procedures must
be available for Paradox to find via AUTOLIB or other means. Use a "do

nothing" process here if no data preparation is required, such as

"RPTMSG()", If a script is referenced, it must be in the directory defined by

variable 'scdir'. This variable is defined in the Report Manager procedure

and is set to "PAL\\" for this application.

COMMENTS Comments describing this report that will appear on report R300 - SWPM
Database Reports.

FORMAT NOTES An additional comment field used to describe the format of the report.

DATE MODIFIED The date on wb'_ch format changes were last made, or the date on which a

report was added into the table.

DATE LAST RUN No entry, needed. This field is updated automatically when the report is run.

RUN TIME No entry needed. Recorded automatically in minutes and tenths of minutes

each time report is run.
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TABLE LOCATION Define the directory that contains the table defined by the contents of RPT

ABBREV. If omitted, the Report Manager procedure uses the contents of a

variable named 'tbldir', defined at the start of the procedure script. Defined

as "WORK* in this application.

RPT FILE SIZE The space allocated by DOS to the report text file named by the content of

RPT ID plus _.RP'P' as the file name extension. Since paper orientation,

• report width and font selection ali are contributors to output volume, the
relationship between file size and number of pages to print is indirect. This

information is captured to give the user at least a very general idea of how

• much print will be generated.

C5.3.2 Other Preparation

Unless otherwise noted, the following instructions assume that default file names and directory
locations are used.

.. Create required queries and scripts. The initial script or procedure used to begin processing must be

named to match the contents of field RPT SCRIPT. If no processing is needed, procedure "rptmsg0"

can be referenced in the table. This avoids an error due to a nonexistent procedure or script, but no

processing is performed. Queries should be placed in the Q\ subdirectory, although no enforcement of

query location is provided by the Report Manager.

2. If it does not already exist, create the table from which the report will be generated. If the table is

created specifically to hold data extracted to produce a report, the table should be located in the

WORK\ subdirectory. Using a table located anywhere else requires naming the directorv location in

the "FABLE LOCATION field of ;.he report ta_..le.

3. Create the report specification for the table 4efined in instruction 2 above.."?his report may be con-
nected to an existing table, or may already exist. It is standard practice to include the report lD on the

output. The source database of the report can be displayed similarly by placing a calculated field using

variable 'rptsrc'. 'Rptsrc' is set by the script PAL\STARTSWRSC when the application is started.

C5.3.3 Documenting a New Report

In most cases, internal comments in the report script and text entered into the COMMENTS field in

the report table are sufficient documentation to enable someone with some Paradox knowledge to find and

modify the reports as needed. A new report list (report R300) should be run a'nd placed i;, ":Ii report

notebooks. Users will then see that the report exists, and they can run it as needed.

C5.4 Execution of the Report Manager

The Report Manager is selectable from the SWPM database main menu. The Report_Mgr selection is-

part of the MAIN menu group. Lower level menu selections are coded in the procedure. The Paradox

miniscript menu selection can be used to run the Report Manager by pressing [Alt] [FI0] to display the
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PAL menu, selecting Miniscript and then entering "rptmgr0". A hotkey such as [Alt] [P] can also be used
to invoke the Report Manager, if such a key is predefined with the SETKEY command.

After execution begins, the SWPM report table R\SWPMRPT.DB is viewed in WAIT TABLE mode.

The table used is defined as variable "rpttable" in the procedure script. The user makes a choice by point-

' ing at the desired report and pressing the Do_it! key [F2]. A screen of information is then displayed that
gives some indication how long the entire report process takes and how big the print file will be. Last run
date is also shown.
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SECTION 6 - TABLE/FIELD DOCUMENTOR

C6.1 DESCRIPTION

The table and field documentor captures as much information describing a table and its fields as possi-

ble directly from the SWPM database. That information is stored in Paradox tables where it can be sup-

plemented with manually entered descriptions of each item for documentation purposes. The result of this
,t

function is a report that serves as Table 2.1 of the Technical Reference Manual.

0

C6.2 DESCRIPTIONS AND LOCATIONS OF FILES

C6.2.1. Procedures and Scripts

TABDOC 0 - Procedure that prompts for a table name to include in the documentation
table, TAB. It checks for existence of the table and then makes sure it

has not already been documented. If a directory name is given instead of

a table, then a list of tables within the directory is displayed for selection.

Field information is also captured and placed in TABFLD. Included in
LIB\UTIL.LIB.

utiI\TABDOC.SC - Source script for TABDOC(). Compiled by LIB\UTIL.SC into library
LIB\UTIL.LIB.

doc\tables_BLNKFLDS.SC - Query used to display rows in TABFLD that have no descriptions.

doc\tablesWLDDESC.SC - "Changeto" query used to define descriptions for a number of common
fields.

doc\tables FLDDESC-'2.SC - Similar to FLDDESC.SC, except it only changes descriptions that are
blank.

C6.2.2 Tables and Related Objects

doc\tables\TAB.DB - Table containing table names and descriptions.

doc\tables\TABFLD.DB - Table containing information about fields, such as the table name in

which they appear and their types and descriptions.

doc\tables\TAB.F - Multi-table form used for entering descriptions for both tables and fields.

doc\table_',TABFLD.F - Form imbedded in TAB.E

doc\tables\TABFLD.R - Report specification used to print Table 2.1 pages of the Technical
Reference Manual.
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C6.4 OPERATION

C6.4.1 Establish J:\SWPMDB91 as the working directory.

C6.4.2 Execute procedure TABDOC 0 using the Miniscript selection from the PAL menu.

C6.4.3 Enter a directory name and select a table from the list displayed, or type in the directory and table

name combination directly. Wait until the message "Addition of 'table name' complete." appears. Then

supply another table name or press [Esc] to quit.
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SECTION 7 - UPLOAD/DOWNLOAD PROCESSING AND QA

C7.1 DESCRIPTION

Upload and download processing allow the movement of SWPM data between network disk drives and

local disks in PCs connected to the network. The purpose of this facility is to allow users to copy a ref-

erence database to their own PCs to get the performance benefit of using a local hard disk and to allow

" changes to the data while preserving the reference database, lt also supports the practice of entering fore-

cast data on a local machine and uploading batches of data to the network. When data are moved from

local installations to the network, certain QA procedures are applied before the data become part of or
Q

replace the existing network reference database.

In addition to the movement of forecast data, the download portion of this facility also allows users to

copy the SWPM database application itself. The creation of a runnable copy involves the movement of

software and a number of tables of support data that are not user updatable but are needed by the applica-

tion. This class of table includes the entire V_ subdirectory, the waste generator and forecast tables and

other tables that support the menu system and Report Manager. A complete download is done, therefore,

in three steps: forecast data, software, and "codes" data (support tables).

C7.2 DESCRIPTIONS AND LOCATIONS OF FILES

Location of flies (unless otherwise specified):

J:\SWPMDB90\QA

C7.2.1 PAL Scripts

QALVL1.SC - executes QA review of uploaded data

utiI_NLD.SC - defines procedure DNLD 0 preps for download, calls batch files

utiI\UPLOAD.SC - defines procedures Upload() and UpDnLog 0

C7.2.2 Procedures

Dnld 0 - preps for download, calls DOS batch files

DnLd_Drive 0 - checks for readiness and space on target drive

Upload() - preps for and performs upload to network drive

• UpDnLog() - records activities in log table d\UPDNLOG.DB

C7.2.3 Query Scripts
.

See QA\Q\ directory or process description section below
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C7.2.4 Tables

The following are identical in structure to tables by the same names in the D\ subdirectory. These are

tables that have been uploaded to the network from a local work station. Prior to uploading, the database

administrator must manually ali previous versions of the tables in the \SWPMUPLD\ directory.

\SWPMUPLD\CONT.DB - container table

\SWPMUPLD_HCD.DB - HCD table

\SWPMUPLDkPCD.DB - PCD table

\SWPMUPLDkFOREVOL.DB - forecast volume table

\SWPMUPLD\WG.DB - waste generator table

\SWPMUPLD_tOTEPAD.DB - notepad

\SWPMUPLD\WEIGHT.DB - weight table

Other tables:

D\UPDNLOG.DB - upload/download log table

QA\WORI_'name'.DB - created only to record a QA problem - 'name' indicates type of

problem and contents are problem items. Ali tables in this directory "_,

are deleted at the start of QA processing.

C7.2.5 DOS Batch Files

The tbllowing batch files perform the three components of the download process. They write over

existing SWPM database files on the local work station, lt is necessary that the \SWPMDB91 directory,
already exist on the designated target disk drive.

\SWPMDB91\DNLDSOFT.BAT - download application software
\SWPMDB91\DNLDDATA.BAT - download forecast data

\SWPMDB91_DNLDCODE.BAT - download "codes" data

C7.3 PROCESS DESCRIPTIONS

C7.3.t Download Processing

3.1.1 The user selects one of three download processes, Software, Data, or Codes.

3.1.2 The user designates a disk drive to receive the download via menu. This designation is made
only once, immediately after the first selection is made in 3.1.1. After that, it is assumed that

ali other downloads go to the same place.

3.1.3 The drive chosen is selected for availability and free space by procedure DnLd_Drive(). As

coded, it expects 2mb of free space or the procedure stops. This may not be appropriate in

some cases, since the download process may be replacing existing data rather than occupying
space that is currently free.
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3.1.4 A number of checks are made prior to processing. The appropriate DOS batch tile must be
available and a directory on the target drive must exist.

3.1.5 If the user has chosen Data as the download process, an additional confirmation is required.

This is the only one of the three download phases that is destructive to flies that are user

changeable.

3.1.6 The beginning of the process is logged. A row is written to table D\UPDNLOG.DB to record
' the event, who did it, and when.

3.1.7 The batch file is called with the disk drive and "SWPM" passed as parameters. It skips certain

messages when the second parameter is used, otherwise a warning is issued. Under circum-

stances when the warning does appear, the batch file is not being run from within the

SWPMDB application.

3.1.8 At the successful completion of the download, another entry is made to the log table to show

that the process completed normally.

C7.3.2 Upload Processing

3.2.1 The user confirms via selecting Begin from a menu.

3.2.2 The availability of the network is verified by checking for the log table.

3.2.3 The user's current working drive/directory combination is checked. If the drive designation is

"J:", the standard letter for the network installation, then an upload to the network is illogical

and the process terminates with an error message.

3.2.4 The start of the upload process is noted in the log table.

3.2.5 The SWPM upload area, directory \SWPMUPLD, is checked. In order for the upload process

to proceed, none of the tables to be uploaded can exist in this directory. This requirement is

intended to avoid wiping out previous uploads that have yet to be processed by the database
administrator.

3.2.6 Each table is uploaded with the Paradox Copy command. This ensures that the entire family is

transferred during the process.

• 3.2.7 After ali tables are copied, the completion of the process is logged.

C7.3.3 QA Processing

3.3.1 The presence of all uploaded tables is verified. If any are missing, processing terminates.

3.3.2 Ali tables are deleted from the QA\WORI_ directory.
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3.3.3 Using query QA\Q\WG_MISS.SC, the incoming waste generator table is checked for rows that

are not present in the network WG table. If any are found, a warning message appears and the

missing WG names are stored in table QA\WORI_WG_MISS.

3.3.4 Using query QA\Q\WG_XTRA.SC, the incoming waste generator table is checked for rows

that are in addition to those in the network WG table. If any are found, a warning message

appears and the extra WG names are stored in table QA\WORK_WG_XTRA.

3.3.5 Incoming volume, container, HCD, PCD and weight tables are checked to verify that they con-

tain only WG names that are pre.sent in the network WG table. The following queries are
used: •

QA\Q\WG_CONT.SC

QA\Q\WG FORE.SC

QA\Q\WG_HCD.SC

QA\Q\WG PCD.SC

QA\Q\WG W'ESC

If any problems are found, the unrecognized WG names are written to tables with the same

names as the queries, located in QA\WORK.

3.3.6 Incoming volume, container, HCD, PCD and weight tables are checked against V_$WCLass to

verify that they contain only valid waste class names. The following queries are used:

QA\Q\WC_CONT.SC

QA\Q\WC_FORE.SC

QA\Q\WC_HCD.SC

QA\Q\WC_PCD.SC

QA\Q\WC_WT.SC

If any problems are found, data from the rows containing unrecognized waste classes are

written to tables with the same names as the queries, located in QA\WORK.

3.3.7 PCD names used in incoming PCD, HCD and container tables are checked against V_$PCD.

The following queries are used:

QA\Q\PCD_CONT.SC

QA\Q\PCD_HCD.SC

QA\Q\PCD_PCD.SC

II"any problems are found, data from the rows containing unrecognized PCDs are written to

tables with the same names as the queries, located in QA\WORK.

3.3.8 HCD names used in the incoming HCD table are checked against V_$HCD. The following

query is used:

QA\Q_-ICD_HCD.SC
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If any problems are found, data from the rows containing unrecognized HCDs are written to

tables with the same name as the query, located in QA\WORK.

3.3.9 Container names used in the incoming container table are checked against V_$Cont. The fol-

lowing query is used:
J

QA\Q\CONT_CON.SC

If any problems are found, data from the rows containing unrecognized containers are written

to tables with the same name as the query, located in QA\WORK.

3.3.10 Incoming container, HCD and PCD tables are checked to verify that distribution fractions sum

to 1. The following queries are used:

QA\Q\SUM_CONT.SC

QA\Q\SUM_HCD.SC

QA\Q\SUM_PCD.SC

If any problems are found, data from the rows containing errors in distribution fractions are

written to tables with the same names as the queries, located in QA\WORK.

3.3.11 Incoming volume, container, HCD, PCD and weight tables are checked for rows that do not

logically connect to rows in other tables. The following queries are used:

QA\Q\ORPH_CON.SC

QA\Q\ORPH_FOR.SC

QA\Q\ORPH_HCD.SC

QA\Q\ORPH_PCD.SC

QA\Q\ORPH_WT.SC

If any orphan rows are found, data from the rows are written to tables with the same names as

the queries, located in QA\WORK.

3.3.12 The incoming volume table is checked for the existence of WG forecasts that are not in the

existing volume table DWOREVOL.DB. If any are found, an informational message is dis-

played. The following queries are used:

QA\Q\NEW_FO R 1.SC

QA\QkNEW_FOR2.SC

QA\Q\NEW_FOR3.SC

• If new forecasts are found, the WG names are written to table QA\WORK_NEW_FORE.DB.

3.3.13 The incoming volume table is checked against the existing volume table for WG forecasts that

are missing. If any are in D\FOREVOL but not in \SWPMU,"LD\FOREVOL, an informa-

tional message is displayed. The following query is used:
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QA\Q_VlIS_FORE.SC

If missing forecasts are detected, the WG names are written to table

QA\WORKU_iIS FORE.DB.

i

C7.4 EXECUTION AND OPERATION OF DOWNLOAD, UPLOAD, AND QA PROCESSING

C7.4.1 Download Execution and Operation

The download process is selectable from the SWPM database main menu by choosing Up/Download.

This selection is included in the MAIN menu group in the menu table• Then Download is chosen from

the next menu. This selection is part of the Upload menu group. One additional menu, from which one

of three download processes is selected, is coded into Dnld 0.

Operating instructions are included in the User's Guide•

C7.4.2 Upload Execution and Operation

The upload process is selectable from the SWPM database main menu by choosing Up/Downhmd. This

selection is included in the MAIN menu group in the menu table. Then Upload is chosen from the next

menu. This selection is part of the Upload menu group. One additional menu, from which the user con-

firms the intention to perform an upload, coded into UpLoad().

Operating instructions are included in the user's manual.

C7.4.3 QA Execution and Operation

QA processing is initiated from the Paradox menu by playing script QA\QALVL1.SC. Prior to its

operation, the \SWPMUPLD area must have been cleared of uploaded tables, and the user should have

executed an upload. No intervention is required during the QA process.

When QA processing is complete, messages will reveal any problems detected. Each problem occur-

rence will result in a table entry in the QA\WORK\ directory.

These problems must be resolved before proceeding.

C7.5 PASSING DATA INTO THE REFERENCE DATABASE

C7.5.1 Back up the reference database, .i.e., the entire J:\SWPMDB91 directory tree.

C7.5.2 Determine the type of upload - incremental or complete

If a missing forecast message appeared during QA script operation, the uploaded data may be incre-

mental. Forecasts should not have been deleted locally, st) the incoming data may be intended tr) be added

to rather than to replace the network database.
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C7.5.3

If the upload is to be treated as incremental - to be added to existing network data, perform the fol-

lowing steps using the TOOLS MORE ADD menu selections from the Paradox menu:

J

5.3.1 Add the contents of each of the following tables to its counterpart in the D\ directory:

• \SWPMUPLD\Forevol
\SWPMUPLDLPCD

\SWPMUPLD\Cont

\SWPMUPLD_-tCD

\SWPMUPLD\Weight

5.3.2 Add the contents of \SWPMUPLD\Notepad to D_Notepad similar to above. In this case, check

for duplicates by querying on D\Notepad to see if the Answer table has fewer records (Paradox

only includes one occurrence of duplicates). If the Answer table is smaller, empty DX_",/otepad
and add Answer to it.

5.3.3 Updates to the WG table must be handled on a case-by-case basis, lt may be ap'propriate to _

replace the network version of D\WG if the local user has updated fields in existing rows and

no updates to the network copy have been made that will be lost.

C7.5.4 If the upload is to be treated as a complete database, to be used to replace existing network data,

perform the following steps using the TOOLS COPY TABLE menu selections from the Paradox menu:

5.4.1 Copy each of the following tables to its counterpart in the D\ directory:

\SWPM U PLDklZ'orevol

\SWPMUPLDLPCD

\SWPMUPLD\Cont

\SWPMUPLD\HCD

\SWPMUPLD\Weight

5.4.2 The notepad table should be treated as in Section 5.3.2 above, to allow for updates that may
have been made in both the network and local versions.

5.4.3 See Section 5.3.3 above for suggestions on how to process the incoming WG table.
t

5.5 Do not delete tables in the \SWPMUPLD directory until immediately before the next upload.

• They serve as a backup of the most recent upload and will prevent further uploads by users
until the database administrator is ready for them.
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SECTION 8 - FORECAST DATA ENTRY

C8.I DESCRIPTION

Forecast data entry in SWPM is accomplished using the extended facilities provided by the Paradox

Data Entry Toolkit (DET) and procedures written specifically for each table. General explanations of

DET usage are beyond the scope of this document, but the process of conducting and controlling data

entry as applied to SWPM will be explained.

• There are a number of objectives addressed in the way data entry procedures are designed and imple.
mented in SWPM:

• Data integrity - volume, percentage and weight data must be logically consistent with each other and

internally consistent

• Standardization of terms, order of presentation, abbreviations, etc. - lists of each type of term (waste

classes, waste generator names, physical content descriptors, etc.) are provided and their usage is
enforced

• Ease of use - those responsible for data entry should not have to know the names of tables, scripts,

procedures and other Paradox objects

• Ease of maintenance - an attempt was made to implement processes consistently and use nonspecific

parameter-driven procedures where it was advantageous to do so.

C8.2 I)ESCRIIrI'IONS AND LOCATIONS OF FILES

C8.2.L Procedures and Scripts

Data entry process procedures - These procedures typically extract data for a previously specified waste

generator from the permanent table, where it is kept in normal form, into a temporary table resembling a

spreadsheet in format. For volume data the user is restricted to valid waste classes. For weight and PCD

data, the user may only enter data for waste classes that have non-zero volumes coming from the waste

generator in question. For HCD and container data, the user may provide values only for waste class/PCD

combinations for which non-zero data were previously entered. When percentage data are involved (PCD,

HCD and container), the requirement that data sum to 100% is enforced.

These procedures invoke DET facilities using the DO WAIT command.

Upon completion of data ent_ and successful validation of the data, any existing rows for the current

waste generator/forecast combination are deleted from the permanent table and data from the temporary

table are added back to the permanent table.

Data entry process procedure names and source scripts -
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Procedure Source

Forecast volumes: FOREVOL_DE 0 paI_FOREVOL.SC
PCDs: PCD_DE 0 paIWCD.SC
HCDs: HCD_DE0 palXHCD.SC

, Containers: Cent DE0 paI\CONTSC
Weight: Weight DE 0 paI\WEIGHT.SC

Liblary: IibLFOREDE.LIB

Field arrival procedures - These procedures are invoked by DET as user moves to a new field in data
entry table. They generally serve to total up data for the current column or row and display the totals at
the top of the screen. They also show the current WG/forecast, row label and/or column name, since some
of this information will otherwise scroll off the screen.

Field arrival procedure names and source scripts -

Procedure . Source

Forecast volumes: ForeVol_NewFld0 paIL_OREVOL.SC
PCDs: PCD NewFld0 paILPCD.SC
HCDs: HCD NewFld0 paI_ICD.SC
Containers: Cont_NewFld() paI\CONT.SC
Weight: Weight NewFld 0 paI\WEIGHTSC

Library: IibWOREDE.LIB

Field departure procedure - This procedure is called when departing a field. It rounds the field to
three decimal places, lt also may be used in other instances outside of DET-controlled processes where
rounding is needed.

Field departure procedure name and source script -

Procedure Source

Ali forecast data: RndPer 0 utilLRNDPER.SC

Library: iib\UTILLIB

Keystroke procedure - This procedure is invoked for every keystroke during ali forecast data entry proc-
esses performed under the control of the DET. lt is used to block entry in certain columns and check for
special keystrokes, such as the notepad hotkey.

Keystroke procedure name and source script -
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Procedure Source

Ali forecast data: KeyBlk() utilW-dEYBLK.SC

Library: Iib\UTIL.I.,IB
i

DET definition procedures - These proceduies provide ali the definitions that the DET needs to
control data entry. They include the table nan_e to which data will be entered and various Frocedures to

p

be invoked for arrivals, departures, keystrokes, and so forth. They also map ali keys to codes that indicate

whether and how each key can be used. These procedures are written by the DET using information sup-
. plied interactively while using TKMena.

Warning: DET definition procedures are usually created with complete path names associated with
tables and files referenced in the procedure. To maintain portability, the drive and applica-
tion directory names should be removed from these paths before the procedures are
compiled and written to the library file.

DET definition procedure names and source scripts -

Procedure Source

Forecast volumes: TKEForeVol_None() workkEFOREVOL.SC
PCDs: TKEpcd..None 0 workkEPCD.SC
HCDs: TKEhcd_None() workkEHCD.SC
Containers: TKEcont_None 0 work_ECONT.SC

Weight: TKEweight_None() workkEWEIGHT.SC

Library: IibkFOREDE.LIB

DET "Borrow" files - These files are created by TKMenu and are referenced within the DET definition

script created during the same process. They are of use when the definition procedure is compiled but
apparently not used at other times. Even though a borrow file may exist for a given table, a new one is
generated each time TKMenu is used.

Borrow file names -

Ali tables: BORROW'n'.SC, where 'n' is a serial number one larger than used in existing borrow file
names.

C8.2.2 Tables and Related Objects

workkEFOREVOL.DB - work table to which volume data are entered
work_PCD.DB - work table to which PCD data are entered
work\EHCD.DB - work table to which HCD data are entered

work_ECONT.DB - work table to which container data are entered

work_EWEIGHT.DB - work table to which weight data are entered
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d_FOREVOL.DB - permanent table containing volume data

dkPCD.DB - permanent table containing PCD data

d_--ICD.DB - permanent table containing HCD data

d\CONT.DB - permanent table containing container data

d\WEIGHT.DB - permanent table containing weight data

C8.3 IMPLEMENTATION

C,, .nplete instructions on DET usage, especially TKMenu, are left to the Paradox PAL manual. The

folk ,ring is an outline of steps necessary to add a DET process to SWPM. Maintenance of existing proc-

esses will necessarily involve skipping some of the steps listed.

3.1 Create the table to which data will be t:ntered

3.2 Develop new or ident_ff _:.xmtingprocedures to be used for arrivals, departures, and keystrokes.

3.3 Develop the procedure that will be executed to perform the data entry process bv invoking the
DET Do Wait command.

3.4 Execute the TKMenu script in the DET and use the SetUpDoWait selection to define the

process.

3.5 Modify the DET definition procedure to remove complete path names that it contains.

3.6 Compile the DET definition procedure and the procedure created in 3.3 above into a library that

will be accessible by the application.

3.7 Try it.
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SECTION 9 - MENU SYSTEM J

C9.I DESCRIPTION

To make the application menu easy to maintain, the menu structure is defined by data in0a table. A

procedure is available to read the table, find the correct group of menu items, display them in the proper

order and take whatever action is defined for the selection chosen by the user. The table also has an

associated report to create a part of the documentation of the SWPM database application.

C9.2 DESCRIPTIONS AND LOCATIONS OF FILES

C9.2.1 PAL Scripts and Procedures

MENUEXE 0 - the procedure that uses the menu table to display user options in the familiar

Paradox menu style

menu0AENU.SC - source script for procedure MENUEXE()

C9.2.2 Tables and Related Objects

menu_4ENUOPT.DB - table containing the data that define the application menu structure

menuWIENUGREDB - a lookup table of valid menu group names

menu_vlENUOPT.R - menu report for documentation

C9.3 ADDING AN ITEM TO THE APPLICATION MENU

3.1 Determine which menu the item should appear within. See the SWPM Menu Structure in
Section 3.

3.2 Examine Table E9.1 at the end of this Section to determine the menu group name in which the
new item belongs.

3.3 Insert a row in the menu table menu\MENUOPT, defining fields as follows:
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Field Name Contents

Menu Abbrev The name of the group to which this item belongs. This controls

which menu the item appears in. This field is linked to
menu_VlENUGRP and its contents must appear in that table.

i

Menu Opt # The order in which this item appears on its menu.

Menu Opt The name to appear on the menu.

Menu Desc The description of the menu item to appear on the second line of '
the menu bar.

Menu Proc The action to be taken when the item is selected, lt can be a

command, script name or procedure.

Menu Report Order The order in which this group appears on the report. Must be the
same for ali members of the group. This could be supplied by a field
in menu_clENUGRP but was implemented this way prior to the
creation of the lookup table.
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Table C9.1. SWPM Database Application Menu Options

Option

# Option Title Option Description / Procedure or Script Executed

Menu Group: (1) MAIN 0

1 Forecast Maintain FY-1991 Forecast Data
e

MenuExe("FORECAST", GV_SysNam, Menu_Desc[i], "", TRUE )

• 2 TSD Maintain Treatment / Storage / Disposal Data

MenuExe("TSD", GV_SysNam, Menu_Desc[I], "", TRUE )

4 RDL Produce Reference Data Library Files

WriteRDL0

5 Up/Download Upload forecast or Download data, codes and software

MenuExe("UP LOAD",GV_SysNam,"UPLOAD/DOWNLOAD

PROCESSING","", TRUE)

8 Codes Maintain Codes

MenuExeCCODES", GV_SysNam, Menu_Desc[i], "", TRUE )

9 Report_Mgr SWPM Report Manager - use to select reports to process / print Rptmgr 0

10 Action Action Item List Edit and Reports action()

Option

# Option Title Option Description / Procedure or Script Executed

Menu Group: (2) FORECAST

1 IDFore Identify Forecast / Period To Be Maintained

ForeEdit()

2 ForeVol Maintain Waste Volumes By Waste Class and Year

ForeVol_DE ( WGAbbrev, ScAbbrev )

4 PCD Maintain Waste Percentages By PCD and Waste Class
PCD DE ( u _'. _ . ,,luAbbrev, ScAbbrev )

5 HCD Mai.itain Waste Percentages By PCD and HCD

HCD_DE ( WGAbbrev, ScAbbrev )

6 Cont Maintain Waste Percentages By PCD and Container Type

Cont_DE ( WGAbbrev, ScAbbrev )
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Table C9.1. (Contd)

Option
# Option Title Option Description / Procedure or Script Executed

7 Wt Maintain Waste Weights By Waste Class and Year Class
Weight_DE ( WGAbbrev, ScAbbrev )

I

8 DataVal Produce Reports for Data Validation and Reporting to WGs
MenuExe("DATAVAL", GV_SysNam, Menu_Desc[I], "", TRUE )

Option
# Option Title Option Description [ Procedure or Script Executed

Menu Group: (3) TSD

1 Oper Maintain Operation Attributes
TSDEdit( GV_Oper )

2 Dist F Maintain Waste Generator Distribution Fractionsm

TSDEdit( GV_Distf )

3 OperFlow Maintain Operation Flow (Treatment Streams)
TSDEdit( GV_OperFlow )

4 OperCap Maintain Operation Capacities
TSDEdit( GV_Opercap )

Option
# Option Title Option Description / Procedure or Script Executed

Menu Group: (4) UPLOAD

1 Upload Upload forecast data to the network
Upload()

2 Download Download - select data, codes or software

DnLd()
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Table C9.1. (Contd)

Option

# Option Title Option Description [ Procedure or Script Executed

Menu Group: (5) CODES ,

0 1 WG Maintain Waste Generator Attributes

FeaEdit("Waste Generator", GV_WG , "WG Abbrev" )

• 2 WClass WClass, WCat, TSD WClass Tables

MenuExe("WCLASS", GV_SysNam, "Maintain Waste Class Codes", "",

TRUE)

3 Types PCD, HCD, Cont Type Lists

MenuExe(q'YPES", GV_SysNam, "Maintain Type Tables", "", TRUE)

4 Groups WG Group, WG_Class, PCD, HCD, Cont Group tables

MenuExe("GROUPS", GV_SysNam, "Maintain Group Tables", "", TRUE)

5 Scenario Maintain the Scenario table

FeaEdit("Scenarios", GV_SCENARIO, "Scenario Abbrev")

6 Forecast Maintain the Forecast table (WG+Scenarios)

FeaEdit("Forecasts", GV_FORECAST, "WG Abbrev")

7 Dictionary Maintain SWPM dictionary

dictedit 0

Option

# Option Title Option Description / Procedure or Script Executed

Menu Group: (6) DATAVAL

1 A_Packet Print Packet A - Low Level Waste Classes play "dv\\DATPUKEA"

• 2 B_Packet Print Packet B - Low Level Mixed and Hazardous Waste Classes play
"dv\\DATPUKEB"

. 3 C_?acket Print Packet C - TRU Waste Class play "dv\\DATPUKEC"

4 D_Packet Print Packet D -TRU MLxed Waste Class play "dv\\DATPUKED"

5 Every_One Every. last one of the suckers play "dv\\pukeaU"
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Table C9.1. (Contd)

Option

# ....Option Title Option Description / Procedure or Script Executed

Menu Gloup: (7) WCLASS

1 WClass Maintain the Waste Class feature table

FeaEdit("Waste Class", GV_$WCIass, "WClass Abbrev" )

2 WCat Maintain the Waste Category feature table' '
FeaEdit("Waste Category", GV_$WCat , "WCat Abbrev" )

3 TSD WClass Maintain the TSD Waste Class feature tableM

FeaEdit("TSD Waste Class", GV_$WClass, "WClass Abbrev" )

Option

# Optibn Title Option Description / Procedure or Script Executed

Menu Group: (8) TYPES

1 PCD Maintain the PCD Types table
FeaEdit("PCD Types" , GV_$PCD , "PCD Abbrev" )

2 HCD Maintain the HCD Types table
FeaEdit("HCD Types" , GV_$HCD , "HCD Abbrev" )

3 Cont Maintain the Container Types table
FeaEdit("Container Types", GV_$Cont, "Cont Abbrev" )

Option

# Option Title Option Description / Procedure or Script Executed

Menu Group: (9) GROUPS

1 WG_Group Maintain the Waste Generator Group table

FeaEdit("WG Groups" , GV_$WGGroup, "WG Group Abbrev")

2 WG Class Maintain the Waste Generator Class tablem

FeaEdit("WG Classes" , GV_$WGClass, "WGClass Abbrev")

3 PCD Maintain the PCD Group table

FeaEdit("PCD Groups" , GV_$PCDgrp, "PCD Group Abbrev")
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Table C9.t. (Contd)

Option
# Option Title Option Description [ Procedure or Script Executed

4 HCD Maintain the HCD Group table

FeaEdit("HCD Groups" , GV_$HCDgrp, "HCD Group Abbrev")
I

5 Cont Maintain the Container Group table
FeaEdit("Container Groups", GV_$Contgrp, "Cont Group Abbrev")

6 WCat Maintain the Waste Category Group table

FeaEdit("Waste Category Groups", GV $Wca_!grp, "WCat Group")

Option
# Option Title Option Description / Procedure or Script Executed

Menu Group: (10) FOREEDMENU

1 Save[F2] Save updates to database, return to editing retval -- "F2" MChoice = "Esc"

2 Leave[Esc] Leave forecast maintenance, return to previous menu retval = "Esc"
MChoice = "Esc"

3 Create[Ins] Create a new forecast retval = "Ins" MChoice = "Esc"

4 Delete[Dell Delete the currently displayed forecast retval = "Del" MChoice = "Esc"

5 Report[Alt-F7] Print the Forecast Inventory report retval = "F37" MChc,ice = "Esc"
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SECTION I0 - SWPM STARTUP SCRIPT

CIO.I DESCRIPTION

To accommodate the three SWPM database applications (Version 1.1' for 1989, Version 1.2 for 1990,

and Version 1.3 for 1991), a simple script named SWPM.SC was written to let the user choose which ver-

sion to run. This script is identical for each application, except for ,_.aich version serves as the default

selection. The subject of this document is the version-specific script that is played by the SWPM.SC when
the user selects the 1991 version of the database.

C10.2 NAMES AND LOCATIONS OF FILES

Initial script: J:\SWPMDB91\SWPM.SC

Application startup script: J:\SWPMDB91\PAL\STARTSWP.SC

C10.3 TASKS PERFORMED AT APPLICATION STARTUP

2.1 The workspaco, variables and procedures are ali cleared.

2.2 The version of Paradox is checked. Since the 1991 SWPM application contains features not

available in previous Paradox versions, release 3.5 is required.

2.3 The user is prompted for a password. The response is checked against the volume table in the

database to see if it is a valid password. The script RETURNs if it is not.

2.4 The identity of the drive on which the application is being run is checked. If it is "J:", then var-

iable rptsrc is defined as "Official", otherwise it is set to "Unofficial". Another variable,
GV where am I is also set at this time to indicate on various screens whether the network

database or a local copy is in use.

2.5 The notepad hotkey is established by tying procedure NOTEPAD 0 to the Ctrl N key.

2.6 Library access is established by defining variable AutoLib to contain a list of library files.

2.7 A number of other variables, are defined that generally name tables so that they need not be

hard coded in the application. Due to inconsistent coding, some table _ame references in the

" application are literal, however.

2.8 The data entry toolkit library is defined via variable TKLibName.

2.9 The application is executed by invoking the menu pro :edure MENUEXE referencing the MAIN

menu group.
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SECTION li - DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

CII.I GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF SWPM TOOLS

Tools are software programs, procedures, scripts, etc., that are designed to help the developer perform

some task better or quicker. Some of Paradox's features, notably in forms and reports design, require

. some tedious repetition of actions that can be automated somewhat. Generally, the tools are not polished

products with well laid out user interfaces, error checking or recovery, or other refinements. These tools

are intended to be used by a developer who has some experience with Paradox and has learned what to

expect from each tool procedure. The following sections provide summary descriptions of the tools and

show where the files containing the program code are located, lt is necessary to study the code to fully

understand what to expect when the tools are executed.

C11.2 DETAIL RESIZING TOOL

This tool resizes numeric fields in the table band of a Paradox report, lt prompts for the number of

digits to add and how many fields in the table band to process, lt may be necessary to run the table band

column resizing tool, TRSZ.SC, first, to make enough room for wider detail fields.

File name: tools\DETRSZ.SC

Cll..3 GROUP SUMMARY FIELD TOOL

This tool adds group total fields to group footers in a report, lt requires two blank fields in each group

footer, lt will process as many group footers as it finds, allowing for multiple subtotal breaks to be

defined in one pass. lt usually ends without error when it comes to the end of a report, but it will abort

when it encounters non-numeric fields, lt finds its way to the table band but may not always locate the

line with the numeric fields in it. lt is best to piace the cursor on the right line of the table ba.nd before

executing. It asks for the number of digits to use in the totals and places an underline of that length over
the calculated field it inserts.

File name: toois\GRPSUM.SC

Cll.4 PAGE SUMMARY FIELD'TOOL

This tool adds page totals to the page footer section of a report, lt runs continuously ,_ntil in generates

an error and the script aborts, lt requires that the cursor be positioned on the table band line containing
the numeric fields it is to total.

File name: tools\PAGESUM.SC
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CLL.5 REPORT SUMMARY FIELD TOOL

This tool functions identically to the page summary field tool, except that the calculated fields it inserts

are placed in the report footer.

File name: tools_RPTSUM.SC

w

C11.6 TRANSFER KEYS DEFINITION TOOL

This tool defines two keys to serve as cut-and-paste operators to be used while editing tables. After

running this script, the Fll key copies the contents of the current field to a variable named XXX and F12

clears the current field and places the contents of XXX into the field. Some Paradox user's initialization

scripts also set certain other keys to do this.

File name: tools\TRFKEYS.SC

CII.7 TABLE BAND COLUMN RESIZE TOOL

This tool works similarly to the detail resizing tool, except that it changes the width of columns in a

report, lt is often necessary to use this tool first before running DETRSZ.SC.

File name: tools\TRSZ.SC
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APPENDIX D

, REFERENCE DATA LIBRARY PROCESS

D.I DESCRIPTION

This process produces flies for input to SWPM. It is written entirely in PAL and can be executed from
the SWPM database application menu. lt is up to the user to move the output flies where they are needed

if modeling requirements dictate. Sections D.2 through D.4 that follow describe the process in detail.
Section D.5 shows structures of tables used in this process that are not documented elsewhere. The

contents of each output file are outlined in Section D.6 and are cross-referenced to process descriptions in
Sections D.3 and D.4.

D.2 INITIALIZATION

D.2.1 WriteRDL 0 (located in library LIB_RDL) called by MenuExe0.

2.1.1 A number of constants and switch variables are initialized:

inp, ttl, wrn, msg - used with STYLE command to s6t colors
delay - value used with SLEEP command to establish delays
CR - carriage return symbol

minyear - first year of simulation period
maxyear - final year of simulation period
metric - logical variable set to True for metric unit data - determines numeric format

2.1.2 Gets user input for output file name to be assigned to variable FNAME. Extensions ".RPS"
and ".RPF" are added automatically. If either file exists in directory RDL, the user must okay

overwriting or enter a new name. Blank name not accepted. The directory name "RDL" is
added to the beginning of the file name.

2.1.3 Other user input is accepted:

• tcostunits - Cost units, defaults to 0
tvolunits - Volume units, defaults to 0

2.1.4 The starting time of the process is captured in variable BTIME.

2.1.5 Defines variable OUTFILE as fname + ".RPS".
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2.1.6 Calls WriteRPS(Outfile) - to produce reference projection summary (RPS) file - see
Section D.3 below.

2.1.7 Defines variable Outfile as fname + ".RPF".

2.1.8 Calls WriteRPF(Outfile) - to produce reference projection summary (RPF) file - see
Section D.4 below.

2.1.9 Records process completion time as ETIME.

2.1.10 Displays end of process message, including beginning time (BTIME) and ending time

2.1.11 WriteRDL 0 terminates, returning control to MenuExe0.

D.3 WRITERPS0 PROCEDURE- CALLED BYWRITERDL0 IN 2.1.6.

Parameters: 1. _: A
Name: FileName

Purpose: file name to write exported data to.

3.1 Play query q_J'S_l - gets WG names and scenarios

Input: workWVCONVX
Output: work_RPS1 (see Section D.5 for structure)
Fields: 1. Scenario, defined as:

' WG, ' + WG Abbrev + ', ' + WG Abbrev + ' ' + Scenario Abbrev + ', _'

Example:
WG, AMES, AMES FD90, ""

2. _ee, defined as:
' ' + WG Abbrev + ' ' + Scenario Abbrev

m

Example:
AMES FDg0

3.2 Play query q_RPS_2 - gets operation data from OPEF. table

Input: dtsd\OPER

Output: workkRPS2 (see Section 5.0 for structure)
Fields: 1. "n'ee, defined as:

' ' + Oper Abbrev + '_' + TSD WC Abbrev + '_' + Oper Ref

Example:
DRUM UL CH ALPHA PRELIM2
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2. Scenario, defined as:

' ' + TRT/DSP Flag + ', ' + Oper Abbrev + '_' + TSD WC Abbrev + ',' +

Oper Abbrev + --' + TSD WC Abbrev + '..' + Oper Ref + ', "' + Oper Name
._ 9w,

Example:
TR'r, DRUM UL CH ALPHA, DRUM UL CH ALPHA PREIJM2

, "UNLOAD DRUMS"

3.3 Play query "q_RPS_3" - gets TSD waste class data

Input: dtsd\OPHR
Output: work_RPS3
Fields: 1. CI.A_ES, defined as:

' ' + "PSDWC Abbrev

Example:
CH ALPHA

3.4 Play query "q_,PS_.4" - gets operation type data from OPER table

Input: dtsd\OPER
Output: workW,PS4
Fields: 1. OPTYPE, defined as:

' ' + Oper Abbrev

Example:
DRUM UL

3.5 Prepare workkRPS table for TREE records.

3.5.1 Empty ito

3.5.2 Insert 1 row containing ":TREE" in the TEXT field as an identifier for the type of
data in this section.

3.6 Play query "qkRPS_5" - inserts TREE column data from workkRPS1 and workkRPS2 data into
workkRPS

Input: workkRPS1 - threated in 3.1 above
workkRPS2 - cTeated in 3.2 above

Output: workkRPS - receives inserts
Fields: 1. TEXT defined as:

content of "fREE field in work_,PS1 - one new row is inserted for every row in
workkRPS1, also content of TREE field in workkRPS2 - one new row is inserted
for every row in workkRPS2.
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Examples:
AMES FD90 - from work_RPSl

DRUM UL CH ALPHA PRELIM2- from work_RPS2

3.7 Prepare work_PS table for CLASSES records.

3.7.1 Insert an empty row.
3.7.2 Insert a row containing ":CLASSES"in the TEXT field.

3.8 Add all records from work_RPS3 to work_RPS.

3.9 Prepare work_RPS table for SCENARIO records.

3.9.1 Insert an empty row.
3.9.2 Insert a row containing ":SCENARIO" in the TEXT field.

3.10 Play query qkRPS..6 - inserts SCENARIO column data from workkRPS1 and workkRPS2 data
into workkRPS

Input: workW&S1
workkRPS2

Output: workkRPS - receives inserts
Fields: 1. TEXT defined as:

content of Scenario field in work_PS1 - one new row is inserted for every row in
work_,PS1, also content of SCENARIO field in workkRPS2 - one new row is
inserted for every row in workkRPS2.

Examples:
WG, AMES, AMES FI_.90, ""_- from work_RPS1

TRT, DRUM UL CH ALPHA, DRUM UL CH ALPHA PRELIM2, "UNLOAD
DRUMS" - from workkRPS2

3.11 Prepare workkRPS table for OPTYPE records.

3.11.1 Insert a blank line.

3.11.2 Insert a line containing ":OPTYPE" in the TEXT field.

3.12 Add ali records from workkRPS4 to workLRPS.

3.13 Export data in workkRPS to file named in parameter FileName.

3.14 Clean up - delete work tables RPS1, RPS2, RPS3, and RPS4 and empty RPS.
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D.4 WRITERPF0 PROCEDURE - CALLED BY WRITERDL0 IN 2.1.8 ABOVE.

Parameters: 1. "l_rpe:A
Name: FtleName

Purpose: file name to write exported data to.

4.1 Create additional procedures - not stored to libraries, therefore available only for the duration
, of this procedure.

4.1.1 Procedure CrHead0
Parameters: 1. Type: A

Name: CFile

Purpose: Table name to query

2. Type: A
Name: CField

Purpose: field on query form to contain example

3. T_pe: A
Name: CType
Purpose: Text to include in HText field of inserted row of

Answer table

Description:

This procedure creates a query form on table CFile. The form includes example
"_A" in field CField (unselected) and a calculated field HText that contains TM

+ _A + ", "'. After execution of the query, the Answer table is edited as follows:

A row is inserted at the top of the table with _ " + CType + "=" in the
HText field.

- In the next row (previously the first, before the above insert), _("is
inserted into the t-ITem field immediately before existing text.

- In the last row, ");" is added to end of the text in the HText field.

4.1.2 Procedure NumAbr 0
Parameters: None

Description:
• Do_it! is issued followed by a shift to Edit mode in whatever image is

current in the workspace - none is specified here. A field called SLG

is updated throughout the table via SCAN. In this update process,
each row has the record number (converted to a string) plus a space
added to the beginning of data in the SLG field. The edit is saved
with Do_it!. A query form against Answer is then created. The List
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field (unselected) is assigned example .4, and SLG (unselected) is
assigned B. A calculated field, Text, is created as A, + " " + B.
After execution, the answer table is added to work_RPE

4.2 'Fable workkRPF is emptied.

4.3 A header record is inserted into workLRPF table - "HEADER" is inserted into the Text column

Example:
- see example in Section 4.4.3 below.

4.4 Waste generator names are added to the table workkRPF in these steps:

4.4.1 Procedure CRHEAD 0 is called with parameters defined as "Work\WVCONVX",
"WG Abbrev" and "ALL WG".

m

4.4.2 CRHEAD 0 constructs and executes the query, it adds the section label,

"ALL WG" in this case, to the answer table and encloses the data in parentheses,
followed by a semicolon.

4.4.3 The answer table is added to workkRPE

Example:
HEADER

ALL WG =

( AMES,

ANLE,

WHC_WELI_DRL);

4.5 Treatment names are extracted and added to work_RPF in section labeled _I'REATMEN_:

4.5.1 A query form is created for dtsd\OPER.

4.5.2 Fields Oper Abbrev and TSD WC Abbrev are assigned examples _A and _B
respectively, but not checked.

4.5.3 A calculated field, "Irt, is defined as _A + "_" + _B.

4.5.4 The query is executed.

4.5.5 Procedure CrHead 0 is called with parameters defined as "Answer", "TR'ITM and
_I'REATMENT".
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4.5.6 The answer table created by CrHead 0 is added to workkRPF, creating the
treatment section.

Example:

TREATMENT =

( ACID_NEUT_CH_MLIH,
. ADV_DISP_A_CH_IH,

ADV_DISP_B_CH_MLIH,

i

WIPP_DRUMS..CH_ALPHA);

4.6 A section labeled "CATEGORY" is created using TSD waste class data:

4.6.1 Procedure CrHead 0 is called with parameters defined as "Dtsd\\Oper", "TSD WC
Abbrev" and "CATEGORY".

4.6.2 The answer table created by CrHead 0 is added to workkRPE

4.7 Certain variables are added to work_,PF:

4.7.1 Value assignments:

YEARS - range of years to be covered in simulation
COMP_LIST - type of simulation

ABBREV_'rYPE - description of certain input data

4.7.2 Variable declarations:

ABBREV
LIB COMMENTm

COST UNITSm

VOL UNITSm

4.8 Playqueryq_RPF_ItoprocessWG variables-thisquerybringseverypossiblecombinationof
WG AbbrevandtheWG variables.

. Input: workWVCONVX
MVD\VARDICT

Output: added to workkRPF
• Fields: 1. No field name given, defined as:

' ' + RPF Type + ' ' + WG Abbrev + ':' + Var Abbrev +
Var Parms + "."

m

Example:
DOUBL_ AMES:WG DIST_F[CATEGORY,TREATMENT];
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4.9 Play query q_R,PF 2 to process treatment variables - every possible combination of Oper
Abbrev and Var Abbrev applicable to treatments is created.

Input: mvd\VARDICT
dtsd\OPER

Output: added to work_RPF
Fields: 1. No field name given, defined as:

' ' + RPF Type + ' ' + Oper Abbrev + ':' + Var Abbrev +
Var Parms + ";"

Example:
DOUBLE

ACID NEUT CH MLIH:TRT CAPACITY[YEARS]I

4.10 Add the end of header record to work_RPF:

4.10.1 Move to the end of the table and insert a row with "END HEADER" in the Text
field.

4.10.2 Move down once more. This will leave a blank row between the header section of
the table and the data section.

4.11 Add preliminary records at the start of the data section:

4.11.1 Move down one row to force an insert and piace "DATA"in the Text field. This
is the label record showing the start of the data section of the table.

4.11.2 Insert three more rows:

4.11.2.1 "LIB_COMMEN_ row showing current date, time and metric or
standard mode.

4.11.2.2 "COST_UNITS" row including the value the user entered that was
assigned to variable tcostunits.

4.11.2.3 "VOI.._UNITS _ row including the value the user entered that was
assigned to variable tvolunits.

4.12 Begin the waste generator long and short names phase of RDL generation.

4.12.1 Move down twice to insert one blank line and begin another.

4.12.2 Enter the beginning of an assignment statement in which array values are defined
for ABBREV.

Example:

ABBREV[COMP LIST,< RANI(,SHORTNAME,LONGNAME,GROUP > ]= {
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4.13 Play query q_RPF 3 to process WG long and short names.
Input: workWVCONVX

D\WO

Output: processed with procedure NumAbr 0 which adds data to work_RPF
Fields: 1. List, defined as:

' '+WGAbbrev+' '

2. SLG, defined as:
'"'+ WGAbbrev+'" +' '+'"'+WGName+'"'+' '+
'"' + WGClass Abbrev + '"'

, Example: (after processing by NumAbr 0
AMES 1 "AMES" "Ames Lab" "OFFSITE"

4.14 Play query q_PJ'F_4 to process treatment long and short names.
Input: dtsd\OPER
Output: processed with procedure NumAbr 0 which adds data to workkRPF
Fields: 1. List, defined as:

' ' + Oper Abbrev + '..' + TSD WC Abbrev
2. SLG, defined as:

'"' + Oper Abbrev + '_' + TSD WC Abbrev + '"' + ' ' + '"'
+ Oper Abbrev + '_' + "FSDWC Abbrev + '"' + ' ' + '"' +
OP Cat Abbrev + '"'m

Example: (after processing by NumAbr 0
ACID NEUT CH MLIH 1 "ACID NEUT CH MLIH"

"ACID NEUT CH MLIH" "WRAP 2 CH M"

4.15 Play query qLRPF_5 to process waste class long and short names.
Input: dtsd\OPER

Output: processed with procedure NumAbr 0 which adds data to workkRPF
Fields: 1. List, defined as:

' '+TSDWCAbbrev+ ' '

2. SLG, defined as:
'"' + TSD WC Abbrev + '"' + "' + TSD WC Abbrev + ....

Example: (after processing by NumAbr 0
CH ALPHA 1 "CH ALPHA" "CH ALPHA" ""

4.16 Finish long and short name section.

4.16.1 Move to the last row in the table and position in Text field.

4.16.2 Add "};" to complete data definition section. Save the table via Do_it! and clear
the entire workspace.

4.17 Convert forecast summary data table from standard waste classes to TSD waste classes.
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4.17.1 Copy table workkFVCONVX to CROSSTAB.

4.17.2 Create a query form on CROSSTAB. Define field WClass Abbrev as "_A,
changeto B".

4.17.3 Create a query form on table vLSWClass. Define field WClass Abbrev as "_A".
Define field TSD WClass Abbrev as " B".m

e

4.17.4 Perform the changeto query using Do..itl.

4.18 ?Performa group summary operation on table CROSSTAB to collect ali like waste class rows.

4.18.1 Create a query form on CROSSTAB. Define fields as:

4.18.1.1 Check WG Abbrev, Scenario Abbrev and WClass Abbrev fields.

4.18.1.2 Define "C,alc sum as <field name>" for all year columns. The Held
column is excluded at this point.

4.18.1.3 Execute the query by issuing the Do_irl command.

4.18.2 Sort the answer table on WG Abbrev and WClass Abbrev.

4.19 Add forecast volume data to work_RPE

4.19.1 Establish 3 string variables (HStringl-3) that contain years separated by spaces.
These strings will be inserted into the RPF file as column titles.

4.19.2 View answer table created in 4.18 above.

4.19.3 View workLRPF table and select Edit mode. Position at end of table and then
cursor down to start a new row.

4.19.4 Move to the answer table.

4.19.5 Initialize variable OFORE_REF as null..This variable is used to keep track of the
last WG Abbrev value, lt will be checked against the current one to see if a new
WG has been encountered.

4.19.6 Initialize variable CLINE as screen row number. This variable will be used to

position cursor on screen relative to its 1: evious position when status messages are
displayed.

4.19.7 Begin a scan of the answer table.

4.19.7.1 If OFORE REF is not the same as the current WG Abbrev in them

current row of the answer table:
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4.19.7.1.1 Assign the current row number to REC1.

4.19.7.1.2 Move back to the work_3'F table.

4.19.7.1.3 If REC1 is not 1, then data for at least one WG was been written to
work_RPF,so

• - add "};" to the end of the current field in the current row
- move the cursor down to create a new row and insert "

#ENDI_ in the current field of that row.

4.19.7.1.4 Clear the screen line that is one line before the last cursor position

and show the WG we are now processing.

4.19.7.1.5 Add three initial rows for the new WG plus insert the three strings
defined in 4.19.1 above on three additional rows. Insert one more row
with "{" and move the cursor down to start another new row.

Example of 6 lines added in 4.19.7.1.5:

#1FDEF WHC WELL DRL FDg0
WHC WELL DRL:WG DESCRIPTION = ""

WHC_WELL_DRL:WG_VOL[CATEGORY,
< 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 19971998 19992ooo2001
2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 213082009 2010 2011 2012

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021>] =

4.19.7.2 Move to the answer table. Define three variables, DStringl-3, that
include volume data from the current row of Answer.

4.19.7.3 Move to workkRPE Define the current field as the content of the
WCLass Abbrev field in Answer.

4.19.7.4 Move the cursor down to start a new row and insert some blank

padding and the content of DStringl. Repeat this step for DString2
and DString3. This results in ali yearly volume data for a given WG
and waste class (represented on one row in Answer) to be placed in
four rows in workkRPF - one waste class header row and three data
rOWS.

. Example for rows created in section 4.19.7.4:
CH Lm

520 520 520 520 520 520 0 0 ...
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0...
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0...
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4.19.7.5 Move to the answer table. Assign the content of the WG Abbrev
field to variable OFORE_REE

4.19.7.6 Steps 4.19.7.1 through 4.19.7.5 are repeated for each row of the
answer table.

4.19.8 Scanning of the answer table proc.eexls until end of the table.

4.19.9 Move to work_RPE Insert another row by moving down. Define the current field
in this row as " };". Insert another row and define current field as"
#ENDIF'.

4.19.10 Complete the addition of volume information to workLRPF by saving the table
with Do_it!. Clear the workspace.

4.20 Insert WG distribution fractions into workkRPE

4.20.1 View table dtsdkDIST_E

4.20.2 View and edit table workkRPE Position at end and move down to begin a new
rOW.

4.20.3 Move to dtsdkDIST_E

4.20.4 Begin a scan of dtsdkDIST_E

4.20.4.1 Variable DetStringl is defined as " " + WG Abbrev +
"WG:DIST_F[CATEGORY, TREATMENT,< >]={" + TSD WC
Abbrev + " " + Oper Abbrev + " " + TSD WC Abbrev + " " + the
string equivalent of DIST_F + ,};7.

4.20.4.2 Move to workLRPE

4.20.4.3 Define the current field as the content of variable DetStringl.

Example:

WHC SS 272_VA:WG DIST F[CATEGORY,TREATMENT,< >]={CH L QA C.H_L .145}_

4.20.4.4 Move down to begin a new row.

4.20.4.5 Move back to table dtsdkDIST_E

4.20.5 Scanning of dtsdkDIST_F until the end of the table is reached.

4.20.6 Table dtsdkDIST_F is saved using the Do_it! command and the workspace is
cleared.
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4.21 Treatment capacity data are added to work_PE

4.21.1 View table dtsd\OPERCAP.

4.21.2 Edit table work_PE Move to the end of the table. Cursor dowr_ to begin a new
row.

, 4.21.3 Move to dtsd_DIST_F

4.21.4 Assign 1 to j. This variable will be used to count the number of years of data

. retrieved from dtsd\OPERCAP. Data are written to work_RPF in groups of four
years per row.

4.21.5 Initialize OOPER as null. This variable will be used to hold the last Oper Abbrev
value and will be used to detect when a new Oper_Abbrev is encountered.

4.21.6 Initialize LINE as null. This variable will be used to contain the line of data

constructed from multiple dtsd\OPERCAP rows.

4.21.7 Initialize CLINE as the current row position of the display on the screen.

4.21.8 Begin a scan of table dtsd\OPERCAP.

4.21.8.1 If the content of OOPER is not the same as the Oper_Abbrev + WC
fields, do the following:

4.21.8.1.1 Set variable OPER ABBREV equal to field Oper_Abbrev.

4.21.8.1.2 Set variable WC to field WC.

4.21.8.1.3 Set variable REC1 to the current record number of the table.

4.21.8.1.4 If this is not the first line of dtsd\OPERCAP (REC1 is checked) then

at least one OPER_ABBREV has already been processed, so finish it
off:

- Insert content of LINE.

- Move down to make another row and insert " };'.

- Move down two lines, leaving a blank line and beginning a new
one.

4.21.8.1.5 Clear the next screen line and show the treatment being processed by
displaying variable GPER ABBREV.

4,21.8.1.6 Define the current field of the new blank row of workLRPF with the

following: _ " + OPER_ABBREV + "_" + WC +

":TRT CAPACITY[YEARS, < > ]="
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4.21.8.1.7 Move down to start a new line and insert " {". Move down to begin
another new line.

4.21.8.1.8 Set variable J to 1.

4.21.8.1.9 Move to dtsd\OPERCAP.

4.21.8.1.10Assign• "toLINE.

4.21.8.2 Assign LINE + formatted YEAR and CAPACITY fields to LINE.

4.21.8.3 If J - 4 then four rows of dtsd\OPERCAP data have been accumulated for the

current OPER_ABBREV + WC combination. Write the accumulated data:

4.21.8.3.1 Move to work_RPF.

4.21.8.3.2 Insert the content of LINE in the current field.

4.21.83.3 Move down to start a new row.

4.21.8.3.4 Assign " " to LINE.

4.21.8.3.5 Set J to 0.

4.21.8.3.6 Move back to dtsd\OPERCAP.

4.21.8.4 Add 1 to J.

4.21.8.5 Define variable OOPER as fields OPER ABBREV + WC.m

Example of rows created sections 4.21.8:

SPECIAL_HNDL_RI-I_L:TRT_CAPACITY[YEARS, < > ]=
{
1991 I000000 1992 I000000 1993 I000000 1994 I000000
1995 1000000 1996 100(X)(X) 1997 1000000 1998 1000000

1999 1_ 2000 1000000 2001 10¢XX_ 2002 I(X)(X)00
2003 1000000 2004 1000000 2005 1000000 2006 IO000(X)
2007 1000000 2008 10(X)(_ 2009 10(X)(_ 20t0 1000000
2011 100(X_ 2012 1000000 2013 10(X)0(X) 2014 1000000

2015 1000000 2016 10(X)(_ 2017 10(X)(_ 2018 I(X)(X_
2019 10(X)(X)0 2020 1000000 2021 100(020
};

4.21.9 End of the scan loop. Repeat above steps for each row of dtsd\OPERCAP.

4.21.10 Move to work_,PE
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4.21.11 Define the current field with the content of LINE. This reads in whatever

happened to be in LINE when the process ran out of rows of dtsd\OPERCAP.

4.21.12 Move down to add another row. Define the current field as " };". This
finishes up the last section of data.

• 4.21.13 Save workkRPF via Do,itr and clear the work.space.
I

4.22 Treatment distribution fraction data are added to workkRPE
i

4.22.1 View table dtsd\OPERFLOW.

4.22.2 Edit table workkRPE Go to the end of the table and then down to create a new
line.

4.22.3 Move to dtsd\OPERFLOW.

4.22.4 Begin a scan of table dtsd\OPERFLOW.

4.22.4.1 Assign [flow fraction] to variable TMPVAL.

4.22.4.2 If the string value of TMPVAL is null, set TMPVAL to "0".

4.22.4.3 Assign" " + [oper abbrev] + "_" + [TSD WC Abbrev] +

":TRT_DIST_F[TREATMENT,< >]= {"+ [next oper abbrev] + "_"
n n n .n

+ [next wc abbrev] + + sIrvaI(TMPVAL) + }, to variable
STRING.

4.22.4.4 Move to workkRPE

4.22.4.5 Insert the content of variable STRING into the current field.

Example:

SR METAL BOX CH ALPHA:TRr DIST F[TREATMENT,<>]={CERT PKG CH ALPHA .17}_

4.22.4.6 Move down to start a new row.

4.22.4.7 Move to dtsd\OPERFLOW.

4.22.5 End of scan loop. Perform the above steps for ali rows of dtsd\OPERFLOW.

4.22.6 Save the updates in workkRPF via the Do_it! command and clear the workspace.

4.23 Add treatment rates and other data to workLRPE

4.23.1 View dtsd\OPER.
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4.23.2 Edit work_RPE Go to the end of the table and then move down to begin a new
row.

4.23.3 Move to dtsd\OPER.

4.2.3.4 Begana scanoftabledtsd\OPER.

4.23.4.1 Assign ['PSD WC Abbrev] to variable WC.

4.23.4.2 Assign loper abbrev] + "..."+ WC to variable TOPER.

4.23.4.3 Assign to variable TSP a number spaces equal to 25 less the length
TOPER.

4.23.4.4 Assign to variable TMPRAT the suing value of [TRT RATIO].

4.23.4.5 IfTMPRAT isnull,ass;gn"0"toit.

4.23.4.6 Assign to variable TMPCOS the string value of [STOR COST].

4.23.4.7 If TMPCOS is null, assign "0"to it.

4.23.4.8 Assign to variable TMPOPR the string value of [OPER COST].

4.23.4.9 If TMPOPR is null, assign "0"to it.

4.23.4.10 If [TRT/DSP _G] contzins "DP", set variable TMPVAL to 1,
otherwise set TMPVAL to 0.

4.23.4.11 Move to table workkRPE

4.23.4.12 Insert in the current field " " + TOPER + ":TRT WSTCAT "m

+ TSP + WC + ";".

Example:
WIPP DRUMS CH ALPHA:TRT WSTCAT = CH ALPHA;

4.23.4.13 Move down to begin a new row.

4.23.4.14 Insert in the current field " " + TOPER + ":'IRT RATIO " +m

TSP + TMPRAT + ";"

Example:
WIPP DRUMS CH ALPHA:TRT RATIO = 1_

4.23.4.15 Move down to begin a new row.
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4.23.4.16 Insert in the current field " " + TOPER + ":TRI" STOR RATEu

" + TSP + TMPCOS + ";'.

Example:
WIPP DRUMS CH ALPHA:TRT STOR RATE = 0;

4.23.4.17 Move down to begin a new row.

4.23.4.18 Insert in the current field " " + TOPER + ":'IRT TREAT RATEm

" + TSP + TMPOPR + ";".

Example:

WIPP DRUMS CH ALPHA:TRT TREAT RATE = 16;

4.23.4.19 Move down to begin a new row.

4.23.4.20 Insert in the current field " " + TOPER + ":TRT IS DISPOSAL"m

+ TSP + TMPVAL + ";".

Example:
WIPP DRUMS CH ALPHA:TRT IS DISPOSAL = 1;

4.23.4.21 Move down to begin a new row.

4.23.4.22 Move to table dstd\OPER.

4.23.5 End of scan loop. Perform the above steps for all rows of dtsd\OPER.

4.23.6 Move to table workkRPE

4.23.7 Insert "END DATA" into the current field.

4.23.8 Save table workkRPF using the Do_it! command.

4.24 Export the workhRPF table as an ASCII text file the name of which is specified by the content
of variable FILENAME.

4.25 Cleanup - empty workkRPE

D.5 WORK TABLESTRUCTURES

work_RPSl:

Field Name Field q'_rpe
Scenario A50
TREE A28
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work_,PS2:

Field Name F.ield "l_¢pe
TREE A41
SCENARIO A107

work_,PS3:

Field Name Field Type
TREE A41
SCENARIO A107

work_PS:

Field Name Field Type
Text A132

work_PF:

Field Name Field Type
Text A132

NOTE: Structures for other tables referenced in this document are found in Table 2.1 of the Technical
Reference Manual.

D.6 SUMMARIES OF TEXT FILE STRUCTURES

D6.1 Scenario file - *.RPS - created by procedure WRITERPS 0 by exporting temporary table workkRPS
as ASCII text

6.1.1 TREE section - contents are:

• Waste generator abbreviation + scenario abbreviation name from forecast data table
FVCONV

* Operation abbreviation + TSD waste class abbreviation ,:- Operation reference from
OPER table

See Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.5, and 3.6 above.

6.1.2 CLASSES section - contents are:
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• TSD Waste Class abbreviations from OPER table

See Sections 3.3, 3.7, and 3.8 above.

6.1.3 SCENARIO section - contents are:

• "WG" + waste generator abbreviation + scenario abbreviation from forecast data table
. FVCONVX

• Treatment/disposal flag (TRT or DP), operation abbreviation, TSD waste class

• abbreviation, operation abbreviation + TSD waste class abbreviation + operation
reference, operation name - ali from OPER table

See Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.9, and 3.10 above.

6.1.4 OPTYPE section - contents are:

• Operation abbreviations from OPER table

See Sections 3.4, 3.11, and 3.12 above.

6.2 Forecast file - 'filename'.RPF - created by procedure WRITERPF 0 by exporting temporary
table work_PF as ASCII text

6.2.1 HEADER section - contents are:

• ALL_WG list defined as ali waste generator abbreviations appearing in forecast table
FVCONVX

See Section 4.4 above.

• TREATMENT list defined as ali operation abbreviation + TSD waste class abbreviations
appearing in the OPER table

See Section 4.5 above.

• CATEGORY list defined as ali TSD waste class abbreviations appearing in the OPER
table

See Section 4.6 above.

li

• Variable value assignments to three variables - hard coded

See Section 4.7.1 above.

• Variable declarations - hard coded
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See Section 4.7.2 above.

• Array declarations - names consist of ali combinations of waste generator abbreviations
from FVCONVX and variable names (including parameters) from VARDICT

See Section 4.8 above.

• Array declarations - names consist of ali combinations of operation abbreviations from
OPER and variables (including parameters) from VARDICT that are applicable to
treatment operations.

See Section 4.9 above.

6.2.2 DATA section - contents are:

• Three misceHaneons variable definitions - hard coded.

See Section 4.11.2 above.

• Waste generator short name/long name array is defined as waste generator abbreviation, a

ranking number, the waste generator abbreviation (in quotes), the waste generator name
(in quotes) and waste generator class (in quotes) - all from FVCONVX, except ranking
number, which is assigned during processing

See Sections 4.12 and 4.13 above.

• Treatment operation short name/long name array is defined as operation abbreviation +
TSD waste class abbreviation, a ranking number, operation abbreviation + "FSDwaste
class abbreviation (in quotes, repeated once) and operation category abbreviation (in
quotes) - aU from OPER, except ranking number, which is assigned during processing

See Section 4.14 above.

• TSD waste class short name/long name array is defined as TSD waste class abbreviation, a

ranking number, TSD waste class abbreviation (in quotes, repeated once) and one set of
empty quotes) - ali from OPER, except ranking number, which is assigned during
processing

See Section 4.15 above.

• Forecast volume data - one section for each waste generator with subsections within for

each TSD waste class - data for 30 years split into three rows - from FVCONVX

See Sections 4.17 through 4.19 above.
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• Distribution fraction data arraysare defined as the waste generator abbreviation, the array
name "WG:DIST_F',applicable parameter names, and a data definition consisting of TSD
waste class abbreviation, operation abbreviation + TSD waste class abbreviation and the
distribution fraction value - ali from DIST F

I

See Section 4.20 above.

• Treatment capacity data arraysare defined as operation abbreviation + TSD waste class
abbreviation, _RT_CAPACrrY', applicable parameter names and capacity data by year
with four years per row - from DIST_F and OPERCAP tables

SeeSection 4.21 above.

• Treatment distribution fraction arraysare defined as operation abbreviation,
_RT DIST F', applicable parameter names and data for next operation, waste class and
the fraction value - from OPERFLOW table

See Section 4.22 above.

• Treatment rate da:a are defined in sets of rows each of which begins with an operation
abbreviation + TSD waste class abbreviation followed by a variable name and an
appropriate data value - from OPER table

See Section 4.23 above.
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APPENDIX E

PROCEDURE LIBRARY DICTIONARY

LIBRARY: _.IB_DETOOLS.LIB - This library contains Data Entry Toolkit procedures provided by

Paradox. The library has been copied to the application library

directory for convenience. Individual procedures are documented in

the Data Entry Toolkit section of the Paradox PAL manual.

LIBRARY: _IBWEAEDI'E.LIB - feature edit procedures- used for editing Codes type tables

FeaEdit 0 Description: Provides view and edit facility for table whose name is passed

as a parameter. User's fights are checked and special handling

is given to operations involving creation, deletion, and chang-

ing of key field via other procedures called by this procedure.

Parameters: 1. "Iype: A

Descriptive label of table to be shown as part of a Wait

Table prompt

2. 'l'_jpe:A
Name of table to be edited

3. 3"_]pe:A
Key field of table

Return: None

Application: SWPM Codes table maintenance

, Scripts -
Source: PALWEAEDIT.SC

Compile: LIBWEAEDIT.SC
t

FeaIns 0 Description: Called by FeaEdit 0 to handle inserts to the specified table.

The user is prompted for a new feature. User's response

becomes key to new table row. A cheek is made for a

duplicate. If insert is successful, the cursor is positioned so

that the other columns of the new row may be defined.
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Parameters: 1. q3jpe:A
Descriptive label of table to be shown as part of prompt for
new feature

2. "[yp¢: A
Name of table to be edited

3. 'rype: A
Key field of table

Return: None

Application: SWPM Codes table maintenance

Scripts -
Source: PALWEAEDI'E.SC

Compile: LIBWEAEDFESC

FeaUpd 0 Description: Called by FeaEdit 0 to handle updates of the key field in the
specified table. The user must move to the row to be modified
and is prompted for a new featare. A check is made for a
duplicate. If the new key definition does not duplicate some
existing one, the change is made. The procedure maintains
referential integrity by changing other tables using the key
value that was modified here.

Parameters: 1. Type: A
Name of table to be edited

2. '_,p¢: A
Key F.eld of table

Return: None

Application: SWPM Codes table maintenance

Scripts -
Source: PALWEAEDI'£SC
Compile: LIBWEAEDIT.SC

FeaDel 0 Description: Called by FeaEdit 0 to handle the deletion of a row in the ,

specified table. The user must move to the row to be deleted
first. Checks are made for rows in other tables. If the key of
the row to be deleted is also a key in certain other tables, the
delete is not allowed.
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Parameters: 1. T_/pe:A
Name of table to be edited

2. q'_/pe:A
Key field of table

Return: None

Application: SWPM Codes table maintenance

Scripts -
Source: PALXFEAEDI'ESC

Compile: LIBWEAEDFESC

LIBRARY: _LIBWOREDE.LIB -dataentry procedures

CONT_DE0 Description: Extracts container data (if any) from d\CONT for the current
WG/Scenario combination into a work table for use as a data

entry/update area. Data entry toolkit procedures are called.
Certain data validation checks are made before the user may
exit. Data are returned to the original table.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts-
Source: PAL\CONTSC

Compile: LIB_FOREDE.SC

CONT_NewFld 0 Description: Data entry toolkit procedure invoked whenever the cursor is
moved to a new field during data entry. Maintains current row
totals, prompts and sets blocking status for fields which cannot

• accept data.

Parameters: None
!

Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry
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Scripts -
Source: Pz_L\CONT.SC

Compile: LIB_FOREDE.SC

DATAVER 0 Description: Extracts forecast data and builds report tables from which data
verification reports are printed. See Data Verification Reports
technical notes and User's Guide for additional
documentation.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts -
Source: PAL_DATAVER.SC

Compile: LIBWOREDE.SC

DENORM 0 Description: Normaliz_ data entry tables in a proce_ that is the inverse of
crosstabbing. The receiving table is first purged of ali rows
containing data for the current WG name and scenario. This
process is used to return data to the original table after data

entry or update is performed in a work table.

Parameters: 1. Type: A
The name of the table to be normalized.

2. 'l'_pe: A
The name of an existing normal form table to receive the
data.

3. '13q_e:N
The number of "key" fields, i.e., those fields that define the
rows.

Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry s

Scripts -
Source: PALkFOREDE.SC

Compile: LIBWOREDE.SC
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DE_REP_INS 0 Description: Builds an insert query to add data for the current WG to table
work_DE_REP for reporting purposes.

Parameters: 1. "l_pe: A
The WG to be used as selection criterion in the insert

query.

, Return: None

Application: called byFORE_DE_REP 0

Scripts-
Source: PAL_FOREDE.SC
Compile: LIB_FOREDE.SC

DV_RPT 0 Description: Writes a number of data verification reports to temporary text
files and then sends them to the printer in batches.

Parameters: 1. None

Return: None

Application: SWPM data verification reporting

Scripts-
Source: PAL_DV_RPTSC
Compile: LIBff:OREDE.SC

FOREDE 0 Description: Establishes screen messages and invokes menu procedure to
get a data entry process selection from the user.

Parameters: None

Return: None

• Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts-
. Source: PAL_FOREDE.SC

Compile: LIBLFOREDE.SC
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FOREEDIT 0 Description: Gets a WO/Scenario selection from the user prior to data
entry or verification reporting. This is a mandatory step that
defines WG and scenario variables that are used by other proc-
esses. Even though the procedure name and code comments

imply otherwise, no editing is done within this procedure.

Parameters: None
q

Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts -
Source: PAL_FOREDrE.SC

Compile: LIB_FOREDE.SC

FOREVAL 0 Description: Verifies the validity of a WG/Scenario combination by looking
for it in the d_FORECAST table.

Parameters: None

Return: _l"ue" ff valid

Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts -
Source: PAL_FOREDE.SC

Compile: LIB_FOREDE.SC

FOREVOL_DE0 Description: Extracts volume data (if any) from d_FOREVOL for the cur-
rent WO/Scenario combination into a wo_k table for use as a

data entry/update area. Data entry toolkit procedales arc
_lled. Certain data validation checks are made before the user

may exit. Data are returned to the original table.

Parameters: None

Return: None
,p

Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts -
Source: PALWOREVOL.SC
Compile: LIBWOREDE.SC
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FOREVOL_NewFld 0 Description: Data entry toolkit procedure invoked whenever the cursor is
moved to a new field during data entry. Maintains current row
totals, prompts and sets blocking status for fields which cannot
accept data.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts-
Source: PAL_FOREVOLSC

Compile: LIB_FOREDE.SC

FORE_DE_REP 0 Description: Empties and refills forecast report table with current data by
calling DE_REP_INS. Sends a report to the printer.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: ?

Scripts-
Source: PAL_FOREDE.SC

Compile: I IB_FOREDE.SC

GET_PERIOD_DATA 0 Description: Executes a query to retrieve data for a specified WG, scenario
and forecast period.

Parameters: 1. q3q_: A

'Ihble to run query against.

2. 2_pe: A
. WG name.

3. q3rpe:A
• Scenario name.

4. Type: A

Period (year, "Held', etc)

Return: Number of records in answer table.
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Application: ?

Scripts -
Source: PALWOREDE.SC

Compile: LIBWOREDE.SC

HCD_DE 0 Description: Extracts HCD data (if any) from dXHCD for the current
WG/Scenario combination into a work table for use as a data

entry/update area. Data entry toolkit procedures are called.
Certain data validation checks are made before the user may
exiL Data are returned to the original table.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Appfication: SWPM data entry

Scripts -
Source: PAL_HCD.SC

Compile: LIB',FOREDE.SC

HCD_NewFld 0 Description: Data entry toolkit procedure invoked whenever the cursor is
moved to a new field during data entry. Maintains current row
totals, prompts and sets blocking status for fields which cannot
accept data.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts -
Source: PAL_/-ICD.SC

Compile: LIBWOREDE.SC
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NOTES_A 0 Description: Invoked (commonly by ALT N) to capture notes for storage in
d_NOTEPAD. This half of the process maintains the notes in
an array that must be written to the notepad data table by
NOTES_B. Immediate storage to the table was not possible
since this procedure is called during data entry toolkit proc-
esses. Updating another table while using DET is not worth
the coding effort and loss of performance. NOTES_SET 0

- must be used first. See implementation notes in source code.

Parameters: None
m

Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts -
Source: UTILXNOTES_A.SC
Compile: LIBWOREDE.SC

NOTES B 0 Description: This procedure must be called after exiting from a data entry

toolkit process to store any notes made during the process via
NOTES_A, Implementation notes in source code for
NOTES A include instructions on use of NOTES B.

D

Parameters: None

Retrain: None

Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts -
Source: UTILLNOTES_B.SC
Compile: LIB_FOREDE.SC

NOTES_SET 0 Description: Establishes arrays for use by NOTES_A and NOTES_B in
, capturing notepad entries during data entry toolkit processes.

See implementation notes in NOTES_A source code.

• Parameters: None

Return: None

, , Application: SWPM data entry
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Scripts -

Source: UTIL_NOTES SET.SC
Compile: LIBWOREDE.SC

PCD_DE 0 Description; Extracts container data (ff any) from d_PCD for the current
WG/Scenario combination into a work table for use as a data

entry/up_te area. Data entry toolkit procedures are called.
Certain data validation checks are made before the user may
exit. Data are returned to the original table.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts -
Source: PALkPCD.SC

Compile: LIBkFOREDE.SC

PCD_NewFld 0 Description: Data entry toolkit procedure invoked whenever the cursor is
moved to a new field during data entry. Maintains current row
totals, prompts and sets blocking status for fields which cannot
accept data.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts -
Source: PALWCD.SC

Compile: LIBkFOREDE.SC

"FKECONT_NONE 0 Description: Data entry toolkit procedure that defines arrival, departure
and keystroke procedures for container data entry. It also
establishes which keys are valid and invalid during data entry.

Parameters: None

Return: None
.

Application: SWPM data entry
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Scripts -
Source: WORK_CON'E.SC

Compile: LIBWOREDE.SC

TKEFOREVOL_NONE 0 Description: Data entry toolkit procedure that defines arrival, departure
and keystroke procedures for volume data entry. It also estab-

• lishes which keys are valid and invalid during data entry.

Parameters: None
b

Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts -
Source: WORK_FOREVOL.SC

Compile: LIBkFOREDE.SC

KEHCD_NONE 0 Description: Data entry toolkit procedure that defines arrival, departure
and keystroke procexlures for HCD data entry, lt also estab-
lishes which keys are valid and invalid during data entry.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts -
Source: WORK_HCD.SC

"Compile: LIBkFOREDE.SC

TKEPCD_NONE 0 Description: Data entry toolkit procedure that defines arrival, departure
and keystroke procedures for PCD data entry, lt also estab-
lishes which keys are valid and invalid during data entry.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry
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Scripts -
Source: WORK_PCD.SC

Compile: LIB_FOREDE.SC

TKEWEIGHT_NONE 0 Description: Data entry toolkit procedure that defines arrival, departure
and keystroke procedures for weight data entry. It also estab-
fishes which keys are valid and invalid during data entry.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry

Scripts -
Source: WORK_WEIGHT.SC

Compile: LIB_FOREDE.SC

WEIGHT DE 0 Description: Extracts container data (if any) from al\WEIGHT for the cur-
rent WG/Scenario combination into a work table for use as a

data entry/update area. Data entry toolkit procedures are
called. Certain data validation checks are made before the user

may exit. Data are returned to the original table.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: SW'PM data entry

Scripts -
Source: PAL\WEIGHT.SC

Compile: LIBWOREDE.SC

WEIGHT_NewFId 0 Description: Data entry toolkit procedure invoked whenever the cursor is .
moved to a new field during data entry. Maintains current row
totals, prompts and sets blocking status for fields which cannot

accept data.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: SWPM data entry
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Scripts -
Source: PAL\WEIGI-IT.SC

Compile: LIBXFOREDE.SC

LIBRARY: _IB_RDL.LIB - Reference data libraryprocedures - supports production of reference data
library flies for input to the model. See RDL technical notes in the
appendix of the Technical Reference for more information about this
process.

• WRITERDL 0 Description: Initiates RDL process, calls WRITERPS 0 and WRH_RPF().

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: SWPM RDL

Scripts -
Source: PAL\WRITERDL.SC
Compile: LIB_RDL.SC

WRITERPF 0 Description: Compiles RPF data and exports to a text file.

Parameters: 1. Type: A
Name of file to export to.

Return: None

Application: SWPM RDL

Scripts -
Source: PAL\WRITERPESC
Compile: LIBXRDL.SC

WRITERPS 0 Description: Compiles RPS data and exports to a text file.

• Parameters: 1. "Bjpe:A

Name of file to export to.

. Return: None

Application: SWPM RDL

Scripts -
Source: PAL\WRITERPS.SC

Compile: LIB_RDL.SC
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LIBRARY: _LIB\UTILLIB -misc procedures for use throughout the SWPM application

ACTION() Description: Action item list display and edit. See Action Item technical
notes and the Action Item section in the User's Guide for
additional documentation.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: SWPM database application

Scripts-
Source: UTILXACTION.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

BEEPS() Description: Beeps three times. Used to notify user of end of a process.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: Various procedures and scripts

Scripts -
Source: UTIL_BEEPS.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

BLNKZERO 0 Description: Converts zeros or small values to blanks in numeric columns

of a specified table. Used for improved report appearance. If
a small non-zero value is to be used as the threshold value for

conversion to blank, it cannot exceed .1.

Parameters: 1. q_jpe:A
Table name - including directory path

2. "la/pe:N

The first column number to be inspected for the threshold
value and changed to blank if it is less than or equal.
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3. "I_e: N
The number of columns to be inspected for the threshold
value• If the range of columns defined by parameters 2 and
3 includes columns that are not of "N" types, these columns
are not changed. They are counted as part of the number
of columns to be examined for update, however. The
procedure automatically compensates if this number is too

• large. In situations where all columns after the one spec-
ified as parameter 2 are to be processed, a large number
(e.g., 100) may be used for convenience.

4. I_/pe:N
The threshold value at or below which a conversion to

blank is made. This allows a very small non-zero number
to be blanked out as if it where zero. A maximum of.1 is

enforced in the procedure, however•

Return: True if no problems were encountered. Returns False if table
does not exist or starting column number is too large. On
screen error messages are also displayed.

Application: Various table processing scripts

Scripts-
Source: UTIL_BLNKT___RO.SC

Compile: UTIL\COMPILE.SC

DICTEDIT 0 Description: Provides access to SWPM project dictionary table for editing,
viewing and searching. Intended to be called as a result of a

menu selection. See Technical Notes, Appendix C, Section 4,
for more information.

Parameters: None

Return: None

• Application: SWPM database application

Scripts-
Source: UTILkDICTEDITSC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC
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DNLD0 Description: SWPM database application download process. This proce-
dure allows downloading of data tables, data validation tables
(codes) and application software (scripts, procedures and
tables) to a local disk drive. See separate Technical Notes,
Appendix C, Section 7, and the User's Guide for additional
documentation.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: SWPM database application

Scripts -
Source: UTIL_DNLD.SC
Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

DNLD_DRIVE0 Description: Called by DNLD 0 to provide menu selection of destination

drive for download. Also checks space and availability of
selected drive. See technical notes for DNLD 0 for more
information.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: SWPM database application

Scripts -
Source: UTILkDNLD.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

FILL_TBL0 Description: Inserts normalized data into spreadsheet style format data

entry tables. Similar to crosstab operation.

Parameters: 1. Type: A

The first field of the source table which is part of the key
that defines unique occurrences of rows in the destination

table. Additional row keys must appear immediately fol-
lowing the first row key. The column key and table value
appear following the row keys.
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2. q'_e: N
The number of fields in the source table which uniquely
defines records in the destination tables. These fields must

appear consecutively after the .field named in parameter 1.
Acceptable values are 1 or 2 only.

3. A comma delimited list of column names which are valid

• for data entry. An asterisk means ali columns are valid.

4. The name of the spreadsheet style data entry table to
. receive the data.

Return: None

Applications: Most SWPM data entry processes.

Scripts
Source: UTILkFILLTBLSC

Compile: LIB\UTILSC

GETSTR_LU 0 Description: Accepts a string from the user and checks for its presence as a
first field value in a lookup table.

Parameters: 1. Type: A

Text to be used as a prompt.

2. 'I'Ve: A

Data type of value to be accepted.

3. 2ajl_: A
Name of lookup table.

Return: Value of string entered, of type specified by parameter 2.

Applications: ?

Scripts
Source: UTIL\GETSTR.SC

Compile: LIB\UTILSC

GETSTR_YN 0 Description: Accepts a string from the user that must be either "Y" or "N'.

Parameters: 1. T_jpe:A
Text to be used as a prompt.
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Return: Either a "Y" or "N", depending on user response.

Applications: 9

Scripts
Source: UTIL\GETSTR.SC ,

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

KEYBLK 0 Description: Blocks data entry into a field of a table used with the data
entry toolkit. Specify as a keystroke procedure for each field
on which it may be used. Set the variable ZZDtaOK to
FALSE to block entry.

Parameters: None, although this procedure checks value ZZDtaOK.

Return: Sets TKAccept to True or False

Applications: SWPM data entry processes that use the data entry, toolkit

Scripts
Source: KEYBLICSC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

LINECTR Description: Displays centered text on the screen line specified. Text is

truncated if longer than 78 characters. Out-of-range line spec-
ification causes function to use line 11 of the display.

Parameters: 1. Type: A, up to 78 characters
Text to be displayed.

2. Type: N
Screen line number (0-23)

LOC_RESTORE() Description: Restore the workspace location to a previously saved position.
LOC_SAVE0 must have been used to record data about
lccation.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Applications: 9
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Scripts
Source: UTILLLOOKUP.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

LOC_SAVE 0 Description: Save the current location relative to the workspace. Assumes
recovery will be made with LOC RESTORE. Allows for mul-

• tiple linked tables as well as a single table.

Parameters: None

Return: None - defines variables

Applications: 9

Scripts
Source: UTILLI.,OOKUESC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

LOCsRESTORE 0 Description: Restore the workspace location to a previously saved position.
LOC sSAVE 0 must have been used to record data about
location.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Applications: Notes_b 0

Scripts
Source: UTIL_OC_RES.SC
Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

LOC_sSAVE 0 Description: Save the current location relative to the workspace. Assumes
recovery will be made with LOC_sRESTORE. Works lk_ra

• single table in workspace. Also assigns certain variables that
Notepad2 0 uses to record the current table name, field name
and field content.

o

Parameters: None

Return: None - defines variables

Applications: Notes_b()
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Scripts
Source: UTIL_LOC_RES.SC
Compile: LIB\U'I_SC

LOOKUP() Description: Simulate the Paradox table lookup feature and allow edits.
Begins by calling LOC_SAVE0, allowing a selection via
WAIT TABLE and F2, then calls LOC R_'._.STORE.Returns
the value in the second field of the lookup table. 0

Parameters: 1. "Dye: A
Name of lookup table.

Return: Value of second field of the row that the user selects in the

table specified by the parameter•

Applications: Various

Scripts
Source: UTIL_LOOKLrP.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

MENUEXE 0 Description: Provides a data-driven menu facldty.that allows menu content
to be entirely determined by the contents of a table. See

Technical Notes, Appendix C, Section 9, for additional
documentation.

Parameters: 1. "l_e: A
Menu option name - the text appearing in the MENUOPT
field of menukMENU. This parameter establishes the
group of options that are to appear as a single Paradox-
style bar menu.

2. "13q_e:A
The first title line of the menu screen - appears in central
area of the screen.

3. "I_]pe:A
The second title line of the menu screen.

4. 'I_: A

The third (caption) line of the menu screen.

5. "I'_pe: logical
Determines whether border is shown - "False" for no

border displayed.
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Return: None

Application: SWPM database application

Scripts -
Source: MEN_NU.SC
Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

MOV_FLDS 0 Description: Moves a specified number of fields from the source table to
- the destination table. Data from all records in the source

table are moved to the destination.

Parameters: 1. "l_pe:A
Name of the field in the current table which will be the

first of a specified number of fields in each row to be
transferred.

2. 'I_e: A
Name of destination table.

3. Type: A
Name of first field in destination table that will receive
data transferred from source.

4. Type: N
Number of consecutive fields to be transferred from source
table row to destination table row.

Return: None

Applications: ?

Scripts
Source: UTIL_MOVFLDS.SC

Compile: LIB\UTILSC

MSG 0 Description: Displays a message at lower fight of screen followed by
instruction to press ENTER to continue.

Parameters: 1. q'_pe: A
Text of message.

r ,'_ 1
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Return: Message text in lower right of screen, followed by prompt to

press ENTER key and a pause induced by an ACCEPT state-
ment. Current colors are overridden with white on red

background.

Applications: Various

Scripts
Source: UTILLMSG.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

MSGCTR 0 Description: Displays a message at the center of the screen. Unlike MSG 0,
the process that calls this procedure continues immediately
with no user intervention needed. It uses the colors currently
in effect.

Parameters: 1. Type: A
Text of message.

Return: Message text in center of screen.

Applications: Various

Scripts
Source: UTILWISG.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

NOTEPAD 0 Description: General purpose note-taking utility that captures information
about the current table and field. Not intended to be used

within WAIT TABLE function. See Notepad "Ii_chnicalNotes,
Appendix C, Section 3, for additional documentation,

Parameters: None

Return: None

Application: Can be invoked as a miniscript or connected to a hotkey via
SETKEY. Key 14 [Ctrl N] is recommended.

Scripts -
Source: UTIL\notepad.SC
Compile: LIBYUTIL.SC
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Notepad2 0 Description: Similar to NOTEPAD 0 except that it is intended to be used

within a WAIT TABLE section of another procedure or script.
See Notepad Technical Notes, Appendix C, Section 3, for doc-
umentation. Also see source code comments for implementa-
tion information.

Parameters: None
,t

Return: None

• Application: Available from within certain SW'PM table maintenance proc-
esses that do not use the data entry toolkit. Maintenance of

codes tables is performed with this procedure.

Scripts -
Source: UTIL_totepad2.SC
Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

PROTKEY 0 Description: Provides password protection to the key field of the ANSWER
table

Parameters: None

Return: None

Applications: ?

Scripts
Source: L_ILIPROg_EY.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

QRYFULL 0 Description: Executes a query on a table and returns ali rows and columns,

duplicating specified table as ANSWER. Query itself is
erased.

• Parameters: 1. q3_pe:A
Name of table to query.

• Return: ANSWER table in workspace

Applications: 9

Scripts
Source: UTIL\QRYFULL.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC
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RNDPER 0 Description: Rounds percentages to three decimal places. Call as a
departure procedure for a field or to update the current field.
Uses DE Toolkit features.

Parameters: None - works on current field.
i

Return: Replaces current field with rounded data

Applications: Data entry processes

Scripts
Source: UTIL\RNDPER.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

RPTMGR 0 Description: Provides menu selection of available reports. See Report
Manager technical notes and the User's Guide for additional
documentation.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Applications: Invoked from SWPM database application menu or via
hotkey defined with SETKEY. Key -13 (Alt P) is
recommended.

Scripts
Source: UTIL_t_PTMGR.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

RPTMSG 0 Description: Invoked by report manager when report processing is chosen
for a report that comes directly from the source table rather
with various intermediate stages. A message is displayed
stating that no processing is required and printing proceeds
immediately.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Applications: SWPM database application Report Manager
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Scripts
Source: UTILkRPTMGR.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

RPTNA 0 , Description: Invoked by Report Manager when report processing is chosen
for a report that is not yet available. Provides an informa-

• tional message and avoids aborting the Report Manager when
the report has been specified and added to the report table but
not yet programmed.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Applications: SWPM database application Report Manager

Scripts
Source: UTILkRPTMGR.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

STORE_RPT 0 Description: Prints Paradox report to text file.

Parameters: 1. Type: A

Name of table to which the report is related

2. Type: A
Report number of report desired. Values "R" and "RI"
through "R14" are valid.

3. Type: A

Output file to receive report. Extension must be omitted,
Paradox default ".RPT" is used. Existing file by this name
is written over without warning.

Return: None

Applications: Rptmgr 0, Dataver 0

, Scripts
Source: UTIL\STOR RPT.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC
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TABDOC 0 Description: Adds table and field names to tables in which these are doc-

umented. See Technical Notes, Appendix C, Section 6, for
documentation of this feature.

Parameters: None

Return: None

Applications: Used in documentation phase only

Scripts
Source: UTIL\TABDOC.SC

Compile: LIB\UTILSC

TIMEDIFF 0 Description: Calculates difference between times to show elapsed time.
Return value format selectable by mode parameter. If either
store or end time is null or blank, returned value is "99:99:99"

or "999.9", depending on mode. If mode is invalid, "0" is
returned.

Parameters: 1. Type: A

Starting time of timed period.

2. T_pe: A
Ending time of timed period.

3. I_tpe: N
Mode selection. Set to 1 ff elapsed time is to be returned
in HH:MM:SS format. Set to 2 if MMM.M format is
desired.

Return: Difference between times as string in format selected by third
parameter. A return of 0 indicates an invalid mode was sent.
A return value of ali nines indicates a missing start or end
time.

Applications: Rptmgr0

Scripts
Source: UTIL\TIMEDIFF.SC

Compile: LIB\UTILSC
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TRIM() Description: Strips leading and trailing blanks from a string.

Parameters: 1. lype: A
The string to be trimmed.

/

Return: Trimmed string sent via parameter

• Applications: ?

Scripts
Source: UTIL\TRIM.SC

Compile: LIB\UTILSC

TSDEdit 0 Description: Supports editing of TSD tables. May work for any table spec-
ified as parameter 1.

Parameters: 1. A

Name of table to edit.

Return: None

Application: Called from SWPM TSD maintenance menu

Scripts -
Source: PAL\TSDEDIT.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

UPDNLOG 0 Description: Logs upload and download activity to log table in SWPM
database

Parameters: None

Return: None

Applications: SWPM upload and download processes

S_pts
Source: UTILIUPLOAD.SC

• Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC

UPLOAD() Description: Uploads SWPM user changeable data tables to the network

disk upload area. See Technical Notes, Appendix C, Section 7,
and User's Guide for additional documentation.

Parameters: None
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Return: None

Applications: SWPM database application

Scripts
Source: UTIL\UPLOAD.SC

Compile: LIB\UTILSC
$

VALEXIST 0 Description: Determines whether there are any occurrences of a specified
value in a particular column of a table

Parameters: 1. _rpe: A
Name of table to search.

2. 'l_jpe:A
Field of table to be searched.

3. Type: same as type of field specified by parameter 2

Applications: various

Return: True or False

Scripts
Source: UTIL\VALEXIST.SC

Compile: LIB\UTILSC

VALPDDEL 0 Description: Deletes ali rows of a table with a Period lD field that contains
a specified value

Parameters: 1. "Bjpe:A
Name of table in which delete is to take place.

2. Type:A
Dummy parameter.

3. Type: A
Period lD of rows to be deleted.

Return: None

Applications: Some SWPM codes table maintenance processes

Scripts
Source: UTIL\VALPDDEL.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC
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VALUPD 0 Description: Updates ali rows in a designated table containing a specified
field value to a new value. A "changeto Nquery is executed.

Parameters: 1. "l]tpe:A

Name of table in which update is to take piace.

2. "Bfpe:A
Name of field to change.

3. q]rpe: A
" Old value of field.

4. "l]rpe:A
New value of field.

Return: None

Applications: ?

Scripts
Source: UTIL\VALUPD.SC

Compile: LIB\UTILSC

VALYRDEL() Description: Deletes rows from a specified table in which other parameters
match certain field values. Uses "delete" query.

Parameters: 1. q'_rpe:A
Name of field in which deletes are to take piace.

2. Type: A
Name of field containing WG names.

3-5. Dummy parameters

6. Type: depends on field type of parameter 2
Value contained in field specified by parameter 2.

7. Type: depends on field one position to the right of that
specified in parameter 2

• Value of scenario contained in this field.

8. "Bype:A
Year value of row(s) to be deleted.

9. q'_e: A
Period ID of row(s) to be deleted.
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Return: None

Applications: ?

Scripts
Source: UTIL\VALRDEL.SC

Compile: LIB\UTIL.SC
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